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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Background
In the fall of 1988, the Association for Supervision

and Curriculum Development launched a new Early
Childhood Consortium. The twelve school districts,
which were selected thr(mgh a competition, were
represented by fourmember teams that had been
approved by their respective superintendents. The
genesis for this endeavor began in 1985 when the
ASCD Executive Council and Board of Directors de-
veloped a ten-year plan to guide association activities.
One of the five areas chosen for intensive work in that
plan was the education and care of young children.

Purpose
The purpose of the Early Childhood Consortium

was that the chosen school districts would make a
commitment to improve their early childhood pro-
grams (defined here as ages 4 to 6). To follow through
on their commitment, they would receive collegial
assis: ince on such topics .as:

Child-centered versus teacher-directed instruc-
tion;
Developmental versus formal academic cirricu-
lum;
t lses of technology;
Staffing ratios and teacher qualifications:
Organizational aspects (fidl-day versus half-day
programs, extended day. screening and eligibil-
ity. transition to higher grades, parental involve-
ment, and special services);
Funding; and
Long-term evaluation to demonstrate the bene-
fits of early programs to children.

Projected Outcomes
The consortium's goal as to enhance the abilities

of the twelve districts to work collegially to establish
exemplary programs based on the best research and
practice.

To accomplish this. consortium members would:

Review and analyze what they know almu. ;ood
early childi,,)od practice and seek a resolution
on key cun icular. instructional, and supervision
issues.
Analyze their current early childhood program-
ming in their district and develop a prow-nu plan
given the children's needs and district's goals.
Implement the early childhood plan: pn >duce

supporting documents.
Evaluate the early childhood program; develop
long-term evaluation strategies.
ldentif, and examine effective processes for
change.

Selection Process
School districts from around the country. completed/

an extensive application form (See Appendix 1). A
screening committee of ASCD members selected the
final twelve districts of various sizes and geography as
part of a competitive application process. The four-
member teams, which were approved by their respec-
tive superintendents, consisted of a central office
administrator, a building principal, a teacher of either
-1- or 5-year-olds, and a board member/parent.

Each district's agreement (see Appendix 2) in-
cluded a commitment to:

Attend the two consortium meetings a year for
each of the three years at the district expense.
Be involved in planning an exemplary early
childhood program for the district.
Work with ASCD on evaluating the consortium
outcomes.

Topics/Issues
The ASCD Policy Commission and consortium

members selected a variety of topics and issues that
included:

The impact of state regulations and community
demographics on early childhood pn)grams;
Classroom characteristics such as curriculum and
instructional issues (for example, child-centered
versus formal academic curriculum; uses of tech-
nology);
Teacher perceptions of early childhood pro-
gramming and actual teaching behaviors;
Student academic and social gains;
Parent perceptions of, and involvement in, early
childhood programs;
Roles and qualifications of personnel for admin-
istering, supervising, and teaching:
School organization and events (for example.
fiill-day versus half-day programs, extended day
care, screening. and eligibility;
School and district leadership in early childhood
education; and
Funding.
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2. CONSORTIUM MEETINGS

The twelve school district teams participated in six
meetings (two a year f)r each of the three years) held
most often in one of the districts rep!...sented by the
consortium. The visits to districts themselves all(Aved
consortium members to observe ongoing school pro-
gress, visit consortium schools, meet with parents
whose children were involved, and discuss changes
taking place with board members.

Topics/Issues Presentations and
Discussions

The consortium invited experts in the field of early
lilildhood education and other related areas to the
meetings. Their presentations included:

What's happening in Early Childhood?
Early Childhood legislation
Early Childhood research
Accelerated learning
Literacy ard the young child
Thinking skills
Curriculum for Early Childhood programs
Integrating curriculum and screening
Parent involvement
Program organization and administration:
Site-based management
Full-day versus half-day programs
Extended day pro )grams
Multi-age grouping
Curriculum compoments
Classroom management components
Integrating children with diverse needs
0)llaborative use of resources
Organized units: teacher teams, working to-

gether over a !Our-year period with a progres-
sive age group

Long-range planning
Motivating people fc)r change
Younger children in the public :.+( 11001S
Staff development
Collaboration with service agencies, community,
and sclusll business pannerships
Team building
Retention in the early grades
Portfolio assessment
Technology for Early Childhood put )granis

Team Building
At each conso -num meeting, teams met to evaluate
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progress, work on strategic plans with their own team
members, and generally network among job-alike
groups, focus groups, and topic areas.

Following presentations by various speakers, pre-
senters met with teams to:

Analyze implications of curriculum screening;
Analyze implications of parent involvement and
program organization for their community;
Translate new knowledge about early childhood
programs and existing practices in their early
childhood program into a long range plan;
Examine issues concerning transition from one
grade to the next;
Discuss building a climate conducive to change
that "keeps the dream alive";
Discuss budget priorities and innovative ways to
fund early ehildlux)d programs;
Examine issues and plans for multi-age group-
ing; and
Analyze implications of moving toward alterna-
tive assessment and changing pupil reporting
systems.

Poster Sessions

These sessions provided an opportunity for the
participating diAricts to bring materials and ideas to
share with fellow consortium members. Exampl,...!s
included:

Reporting instniments
Curriculum alignment ideas
Units of study for curriculum integration
lassroom organization formats
Staff development maLerials
Research findings/abstracts on topics such as
full-day versus half-day kindergartens, and com-
munity/parent involvement practices.

Visits to Consortium Members'
Schools

Consortium members visited a variety of schools
in different settings and were able to interact with
teachers, parents. children, administrators, and re-
source personnel.

Developinenuilly appropriate practice was not the
only feature that the visitors noticed at these schools.
Other features they noted were:

A large am( mnt of conummity business involve-
ment:



A school that has focused on multi-age grouping
tor more than fifteen years; and
Early childhood centers (ages 2 to 4) that coop-
eratively plan with public elementary schools.

In addition, they saw:

Public elementary schools that include 3- and
4-year-olds in their school environment and
even remodel their facilities to accommodate th;
younger children.
A public school in a lower socioeconomic area
that has established relationships with commu-
nity health care professionals to meet the needs
of the younger children and they have also made
parent education and involvement an integral
part of the school's program.
A public school with a "high technology" lOcus.
A public school featuring site-based manage-
mem, cooperative learning techniques, multi-

age grouping, and a learning center approach.
A public school with a diverse population and
multicultural activities that are integral Pan to the
curriculum.

Collaboration With Other
Professional Organizations

Representatives from the National Ass()ciation for
the Education of Young Children met with consortium
members to discuss developmentally appropriate
practices for young children and the ac:ornmodation
process.

Staff members of the National Association of School
Boards of Education (NASI3E) presented Right From
the Start, a publication from The Early Childhood Task
Force to consortium members.
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3. EVALUATION

Designing Assessment Tools
In &signing the evaluatkm, the consortium sought

to examine both processes and outcomes (See Figure
1). They addressed issues such as how the districts
(and schools within the districts) devek)ped a compre-
hensive early childhcmd program based on state-of-
the-art knowledge. The evaluation design attempted
to respond to the natural way in which the various
districts assimilated informatkm and arrived at under-
standing.

To implement a responsive evaluation approach,
portfolios became the primary method used. Each
district's portfolio included a structured collection of
items detailing initial positions; the processes of
change; final resolution of issues based on acquired
knowledge (either within the districts or through
consortium activities); and how the changes influ-
enced the behavior of teachers, administrators, cur-
riculum leaders, students, and parents.

Items in the portfolios included written policy
statements and minutes of strategic planning me lings
between teachers, central office Nrsonnel. parents. or
the consortium team itself. Other examples of items
included samples of children's work/ play, class or-
ganization and learning environment, authentic as-
sessment guidelines, and photographs.islkks and
videos of activities all structured to answer particular
questions fmm the c(msortium framework of purposes
or goal statements.

Each consortium district team developed a p()rtfo-
lio based on the team's initial practices prior to
consortium involvement and then kept records of
changes and processes that occurred during the three-
year involvement in the cons( miurn. The portf()lios
catalog and document experiences, address and re-
solve issues in the development and implementation
of early childhmd programs, and serve as a process
for planning and demonstrating effectiveness of what
has been implemented. Each portfolio serves as evi-
dence of' a proc ess. answers to a set of questions, or
responds to a sct of tasks. Each portfolio also serves
as a base for writing a &tailed case study of each
participating sclu)ol district within tlw consonium.
Portfolio data have pn)vkled thy basis tOt this publi-
cation. In addition. the ',haring ()f portfolio information
among the c.)nsortium members and the examination
( )1 challenging ideas through case examples have been
valuable tools for disseminating infortnatton among
the consortium membeis and in outreach ettOrts.

4

Lessons We Learned
What lessons can learned from the schools who

participated in the Early Childhood Consortium? Hew
nnght other schools and communities profit from their
experiences? To begin, these Rey themes persisted
throughout the exper;ences of the consortium mem-
bers.

Assessment
standardized tests used for S. to 8-year-olds do
not measure what we teach and do not accu-
rately describe what children actually accom-
plish.
Portfolio amessment provides an organization
scheme that allows teachers to create a record
that follows a child over the years.
It may not be necessary to collect the same
information on every child; teachers carry a vast
amount of information about children in their
heads and should be trusted to consider what
information might be needed.
Portfolios can describe a child's progress in
specific terms with concrete examples of the
child.; work. In addition, portfolios also help
solicit parent input, establishing a working rela-
tionship between parents and teachers.
As tc.T.chers become researchers and developers,
1-..ey understood theories better and were able
to articulate them more clearly.
Portfolio assessment raises expectations, in-
creases differentiation of instructica, increases
understanding of a young child's developmental
stages, and enhances a teacher's abilities.
Portfolios are most effective if they begin when
a child enters the school system and if they
contain anecdotal notes, teacher observations,
and narrative comments.
'I'() maximize benefits from portfolios, teachers
need to practice aligning observational notes
with specific behaviors or perf(mnances.
Districts must comtnit to providing teachers with
the necessary time and support to proceed w ith
the development of portfolio assessment.
I 'sing portfolk) assessment, school districts may
be less likely to retain a child r refer her to
special services. Assessment becomes a long
term process---for example, a lout -yezti period
of timerather than a grade-by-grade approach.
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Change

Change needs to be grounded in a tong,
theoretical framework that shares these charac-
teristics: a common realization of the need or
desire to change and th intimate involvement
oVt.I tittle Of all those who will he affected.
Change requires much planning, team &on,
and cominittnent zunons all involved parties
within a school district.
Clhingl.' requires a long time line that connects
to curriculum efforts and staff clevektpment.
'I.e.:idlers can move a district hi change if they
klentifY values. gain zidministrative support, and
sustain the impetus. Teachers in the project were
able to transform the. kindeNartens from iuniig
first grades ith consumahle texts. worksheets,
and frustrated students to child-centered learn-
ing environments with unit-hased curriculum.
learning centers, and time for stud. It-initiated
learning.
change is never compkie; a program's depends
WI nuinums revision and refinement.
kg change to take place, the atmospheic mtN
allciw risk taking and must enccairage and value
creativity.
Clhinge cannot be mandated; it needs to be
nurtured so that individuals realize the value of
doing things more effectively.
Change in primary pnigrants- -Itecause of the
long-range impact on children's success in the
systent---needs to he central to the district's
larger mission, nc)I peripheral.
Change is always more difficult than anticipated
and always encounters obstacles.
To implement pc isit ive and effective c1 lange.
district educatimal leaders must be
take risks and invest large amounts of proles-
sit mal lime and pllY`Nical and intellectual energy:
Rey decision makers must slipptwt the change.
...or toe change process t() pi% wc.Led from words
to ction requires participants t() tillarc a cont.
mon \
Change IN 1101 C,15y tOt Many
hecausc thcv tttni th, thcy k,arned.

Rather than -punishing" those ha\ mg difficulty
Changing. provide them \\ ith positive role mt 'd.
els.

hccome the hest alllbassathip,I I I

change_ ',)e\ elopmentalk appinpriale curricu-
lum nct-IN them posai\ el\ the\ enjoy school
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more, become less elisruptive, and eager to learn
more. Sulisequently, their parents learn about
good programs frcint their children.
For change to occur and to ensure continuity,
teacher networking is essential. Formally and

bk. to shareinformally, teachers need to be a
ideas. Teamwork needs to be enccniraged in a
nonjudgmental atmosphere to gain trust.
Change n ust involve the whole community:
educators, public, and private agencies.

Developmentally Appropriate Program
Children are able to grow differentially and find
success every day.
Children are able to explore their environment
and develop the ability to think and learn.
Staff members must believe in the effectiveness
and importance of developmentally appropriate
educational practices to switch from traditional
teaching methods.
As districts mcwe toward devekipmentally ap-
propriate programs, they must look beyond con-
tent textbooks, focusing ort nontraditicma
materials that may be used in various integrated
and active approaches.

Early Childhood Advocacy
Advcwacy needs to be ongoing for apprcipriate
early childhoikl classes, programs to occur.
Sharing inhgmation with parents not only in-
creases their understanding it also enhances
their support.
Forining alliances with families, businesses, and
other coninlunity members garners support for
de\ elopnlentally appropriate early childhood
pi% tgranis.

Full-Day Versus Half-Day Kindergarten
Alien offered the choice of enrolling their chil-
dren in a traditional half-day pnigram or a

pn 9" percent of tile paicnts
chose the full day_ Sht rtly. all parents overcame
their fears and wanted a full-day program.

Knowledge About How Young Children
Learn

Fach child eqlt-rs school with individual charac-
teristic.; Lind proceeds through the stages of
,lc\ elopment at his or her n rate.



Each child's unique abilities are influenced by
personal experiences.
Child-initiated learning is a natural way that
young children learn; it builds self-confi(tence,
develcps responsibility, and promotes inde-
pendence.

Multi-age Grouping
Multi-age grouping works in developmentally
appropriate programs. Children learn much from
each other. Older children stimulate three-year-
olds to try new things and are themselves stimu-
lated to develop leadership skills and self
confidence.
Exceptional children can be successfully inte-
grated into developmentally appn)priate early
childhood programs. In multi-age groupings
they can find peers who are working on their
level. Other children quickly adjust to excep-
tional children, learning to appreciate what they
bring to the group. All gain from the experience,
none lose.

Staff Development
Ongoing training/staff development is critical
especially during the change process.
School district members must collaborate if peo-
ple are to share the vision that "Schools need to
he ready for children, not children ready fbr the
schools."
Intensive staff development opportunities are
essential to nuking gram roots changes success-
ful.
Site-based decision making or collaborative
team building requires allocating additkmal time
in the school year.
Educators involved in the early childhood pro-
grams must be well versed in current early
childhood research and findings.
Staff development activities may invoke ,liscus-
sions as to why a district's present programs are
not developmentally appropriate.
A staff development program featuring an exter-
nal consultant who is an expert in the field of
early childhood education lends credibility to the
message of developmentally appropriate cady
childhood programs.
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4. Consortium Member Reports
District and Community Support:

Aspen School District
Aspen, Colorado

Barbara Tarbet

Unfortunately, Aspen's reputation fin. affluence
and wealth has created more harm than good for the
school district. In 1988, the Colorado School Finance
Act literally froze spending in school districts, purtail-
ing their ability to sc)licit local voters and holding them
to 1988 budgets. Consequently, adding a new program
could potentially take funding from existing programs.

At the same time, our community is experiencing
a baby hoc nn. The elementary school's population has
increased more than 60 percent in the last seven years.

The dilemma is compounded by the special need
for full-time, affordable child care in a resort commu-
nity. Nearly 80 percent of our community works in
tourist-related services that entail weekend and eve
ning hours, or during peak season, seven days a week.

Demographics
Although perceived as "unique," the community of

Aspen, situated at tl.e end of the Roaring Fork Valley,
is a fairly typical, small community. Its small school
district consists of approximately 1,000 students with
one high school (280 students), one middle school
(250 students), and one elementary sclu)ol (47O stu-
dents).

The Program
The critical first step in developing a comprehen-

sive early childlusx1 program within a district and
community is to create widespread support and un-
derstanding for the concept. All elementsdistrict
administrators, sclu )()I nird members, and repre-
sentatives fi( m) comnlunity services and h)cal agen-
ciesmust "buy in" to the concept. They need to work
together Hr the pn)gram's gn)wth and stability.

The dream of Our early childhood committee was
to create a fully integrated sclun and community
partnership that would revolve arc )und an educational
center fin. 3- to 5-year-old children. I sing a downtown
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school site we envisioned a building filled with both
adult and child learning centers. For both regular and
special education preschool students, we began de-
signing a developmentally appropriate Curriculum that
emphasized interactive learning. We would staff the
program with trained early childhood professionals,
both certified and paraprofessionals.

For two years our committee worked diligently to
detail a plan for opening a comprehensive year-round
early childhood program that provided education,
care, and intervention for all children 3 to 5 years old.
Working with a knowledgeable and progressive kin-
dergarten staff, we wished to incorporate and expand
developmentally appropriate educational practices in
our program.

The Challenge
Our school district was not being challenged to

change from a half-day to a full-day program nor did
it have to articulate a child-centered program within
the elementary school. Quite proudly, we already
touted a progressive full-day kindergarten filled with
activities, movement, and language in an interactive
enviamment. Moreover, a child-centered approach
permeated the entire elementary school, kindergarten
through fourth grade. We closely followed the philoso-
phy of the National Association ()I Schocil Boards of
Education Task Force Report philosophy, "Early learn-
ing, if' based on exploration, problem-solving, experi-
mentatkm and creativity, can sow the seeds of a love
of learning that carries throughout life" (NASBE 1988,
p.12).

It was easy to convince the superintendent and
schoc )1 board that early childhood educatk)n and
intervention is well worth the time and money.

We based our philosophy of early intervention on
the research and concepts practiced by "The Center"
in I.eadville, Colorado. They include:

$1.00 invested in preschool saves $6.00 at the
other end.



Research done by the Perry Preschool Project
shows that children who attend preschool are
less likely to drop out, are more employable as
adults, and are more literate.
Exceptional children achieve higher gains when
grouped with regular peers.
The billions of dollars spent each year in reme-
diation should be spent on prevention.
School districts can achieve the greatest gains by
addressing the problems of children from low
socioeconomic backgrounds.

After the passage of P.L. 99-457, which required
school districts to provide special education services
to handicapped children ages 3 to 5 years by 1991,
our argument for an early childhood education pro-
gram gained even more support in the district.

For two years our committee worked with the
ASCD consortium members and our superintendent
and school board to develop an exemplary program.

The Community Need
The Early Childhood Committee established the

need for affordable, year-round, seven day-a-week
child care, and the district recognized its role in
providing that program. However, in the spring of
1990 after two years of hard work, our dream of
affordabk child care and presclu)ol center looked
more like a nightmare. Four out of five of our board
members went up fOr re-election and the superinten-
dent resigned.

Coupled with that, the 1988 Colorado Finance Act
was becoming a practicing reality. Not only did we

not have our knowkdgeable supporters, we suddenly
had no mone:' for a new program. After two years of
hard work we were back to square one!

Let the Change Begin Again
In the midst of our own local change, education

was on the agenda nationwide. The media, local and
national, suddenly discovered dramatic stories depict-
ing the need for early intervention. The dichotomy of
needing to engage in strategic educational change
including early childhood education yet having fewer
dollars than ever before was becoming increasingly
evident. No one could argue the value of early child-
hood education and intervention. No one disagreed
with the statement made by the National Association
for the Education of Young Children: "A high quality
early childhood program provides a safe and nurturing
environment that promotes the physical, social, emo-
tional cognitive development of young children while
responding to the needs of families" (1987, p. 1).

Three years ago the Aspen School District's Early
Childhood Committee made the near fatal mistake of
assuming that the board's and superintendent's sup-
port would bc constant, guaranteed, and long lasting.
As is with many programs in education, when school
boards or superintendents change, support often fluc-
tuates. We realized that, as the early childhood sup-
porters, we needed to continue advocating our
programs. With this in mind and with the support of
the ASCD Early Childhood Consortium, our committee
developed a vision of the ideal early childhood pro-
gram for our district and community.
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Expanding the Vision:
Elmira City School District

Elmira, New York
Harriet Sweet

Once the Elmira School District joined the ASCD
Early Childhood Consortium, a small group c)f kinder-
garten and 1st grade teachers in Elmira, declared "no
skill and drill- and became the heart and soul of the
district's Early Childhood Committee. For the last four
years they have nurtured the many changes to the
district's early childhood programs.

This committee, with assistance from the ASCD
Consortium team and its philosophy statement, set
goals, program objectives, and a three-year action plan
designed to implement developmentally appropriate
practices throughout the district.

Demographics
The Elmira City School District is a small-city sclux)1

district in the southern tier of upstate New York. Its
population of 8,400 students, prekindergarten to grade
12, are housed in nine elementary schools, two junior
high schwAs, and two high schools. The ethnic distri-
bution is approximately 10 percent minority. The
district's local budget, voted on by an elected nine-
member school board, was $58 million fOr the 1991-92
school war.

The Program
For more than twenty years, our district has offered

a prekindergarten program for 4-year-olds. Currently,
eleven prekindergarten classes are funded by New
York State or Chapter 1. The prekindergarten collabo-
rates with I lead Stan, which pnwides the comprehen-
sive services portion of the program. A single
community-wide registration for all -year-olds is
done in conjunction with the district's kindergarten
registration. A recent survey indicates that vinually all

.ar-olds are placed in a program it' their parents
%visit it.

The district's kindergarten provkk.s a half-dav pro-
gram for all children who reach 5 by Decemlx.r 1. 'kvo
schools are initiating pilot full-day Kindergarten pro-
grams this year. I n cooperation with the scht )1district,
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local agencies provide preschool programs for 3- and
4-year-old handicapped children. The school district
has cons iously decided not to provide any prefirst
grade programs for students deemed "not ready" for
1st grade. Instead, its goal has always been to have all
1st grade classrooms ready for all children. The ASCD
Consortium experience has provided the necessary
impetus and support to achieve this goal.

Our 1st and 2nd grade Jassrooms, and some
kindergartens, had become too focused on academic
skill achievements and testing to measure these
achievements.

The Beginning
Four years ago, a group of dedicated early child-

hood teachers met to discuss their frustration with the
regimented structure that existed in their classes.
Somehow, over the last ten years, practices not suit-
able to young children had evolved. The children were
not ;!xperiencing success, and the teachers found it
difficult to deal with failures of five- and six-year-
olds.

For months, this small group discussed the wide
span of the children's developmental needs and their
changing family environments. Blaming the difficulties
on societal circumstances did not empower the teach,
ers to change family circumstances or the children's
needs. Knowing this, a few members of the group
considered making changes in the classroom environ-
ment instead.

Eventually, these educators were able to articulate
a vision of what their classrooms should be, and
slowly, they began to make change's.

The first critical step was building a shared vision.
Once the ision was shared, the group could establish
a readiness for change, and change could proceed.
Districtwide implementation of a vision necessitates
additional considerations, which we describe in the
rest of this section.

tEi



The Vision Grows
The group of teachers, known as the district's Early

Childhood Committee, used their discussions to articu-
late a mission and goals. which they then communi-
cated in a report to the board of education. To build
their case fin- devek)pmentally appropriate practices,
the committee, with the leadership of a district super-
visor, engineered a careful, comprehensive campaign.
The communication was constant as they talked with
other educators and distributed newsletters and re-
search articles at grade level and building faculty
meetings.

For a two-year period, staff development initiatives
were numerous, including superintendent umference
days and how-to workshops sponsored by our district
and the local Board of Cooperative Education Services
(BOCES). Teachers, who requested materials to help
them change their instructional practices, received
them.

Looking for Consensus
When the committee felt that their fellow educators

had enough information to understand and share their
vision, they conducted a survey of all primary teachers
in the district to verify their understanding and readi-
ness for change. The survey offered three responses:

1. Yes, I believe that change towards a more
developmental classr(mm environm( nt is necessary,
and I am ready to begin the change process.

2. Yes, I believe that change towards a more
devel()pmental classroom environment is necessary,
but I'm not able to begin the change process at this
time due to the following reason(s):

3. No, 1 do not believe that change towards a more
developmental classroom environment is necessary.

Only six teachers out of the 84 teachers did not
believe change was necessary. Of the 78 who re-
sponded positively. 22 were run yet able to begin the
change process. The reluctant 22 feared that the
change wcmld not receive the full support of the
district or cc,,ninunity. Of the 56 teachers who were
ready, many had already begun implementing
changes and were well on their way. Others were at
difk.rent stages of development and all freely ex-
pressed any significant concerns they had.

Following the survey, it became apparent that just
sharing the vision was not sufficient to move the entire
district in this new direction. For some staff, there

remained a significant leap front the belief in the need
for change to the change itself.

Although most of/he primary staff could verbalize
the vision and state their belief in it, we noticed a
difference in their abilities to enact the changes
needed, no matter their apparent readiness. Changes
occurred in some way in most classrooms. For exam-
ple, there were fewer workbooks and dittos and
certainly, an increase in learning centers and hands-on
activities. However, the vision as stated in the early
childhood mission, "All children will achieve success
by interacting in a child-centered classroom that is
organized according to developmental principles" had
not been achieved. Our analysis of why there was so
much diversity in staff readiness levels may he useful
to other districts embarking on this task.

From Words to Action
Although many staff members believed in the

research that supported developmentally appropriate
practices, their training at the university level as well
as successful personal experiences as students may
have presented them with a conflict. People tend to
teach the way they learn, especially if they wet..!
successful learners. A hands-on experiential environ-
ment was probably rrn part of their learning experi-
ence and might be threatening. Although these
teachers may sincerely believe the research, they may
not be able to internalize the belief statement enough
to alter their practices independently.

Also, in a highly centralized district, teachers and
administrators may not feel empowered to change.
When the central purchase of textbooks and central
development of curriculums are the modes, staff may
not feel comfortable changing without a clear agenda
and a structure. A shared vision wi!lt philosophy and
goals, without a stated curriculum, may not be enough
to enable a plunge into a change. Developmentally
appn)priate pr()grams provide an opportunity fi)r in-
dividualized programming that can vary greatly. If firm
guidelines for day-to-day activitiesteachers guides
and written grade level curriculum--are part of exist-
ing district practice, changing to individualized cur-
riculums could be difficult.

The 22 hesitant teachers cited their concerns about
the uncertainty of sufficient support. They mentioned
specific needs: Planning time; reduced class sizes;
additional staff development; and materials. Although
some of these ti ngs were already available, there
seemed to he an underlying lack of trust in the district's
supplying these necessities.
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Finally, these teachers may not have felt confident
in their abilities to enact the different methods and
concerned about how they would be evaluated. In the
past, teachers experienced success as professionals by
using directive methodologies and materials. With
these changes, they had to wonder if they still would
be viewed as successful practitioners.

I Inmate ly, we identified three issues as important
to enabling everyone to share in our vision: Internal
commitment, empowerment, and support.

Proceeding Slowly
To create a sense of empowerment, we ap-

proached the changes through individual school in-
itiatives, rather than as a districtwide endeavor.
Although diverse, initiatives were within the frame-
work of the philosophy and goals established cen-
trally, and all fell within the scope of the research on
developmentally appropriate practke.

For instance, two schools pursued the estab-
lishment of a full-day kindergarten. Primary teachers
from both schools are collaborating to ensure that the
additional time in kindergarten will allow for an
appropriate horizontal expansion of the curriculum
and is not just an add-on of paper and pencil work.
The plan calls for children to be placed randomly, thus
maintaining heterogeneous grouping. The flexible
curriculum will center around integrated thematic
units. Three schools are in the planning stages of
multi-age groupings. One school is focusing on pro-
viding alternatives to grade retention.

All initiatives are receiving district support and
resources, but most important, they are receiving the
clear message that decentralized efforts are appropri-
ate. While the schools not planning substantial
changes are not being punished, those who are mak-
ing changes are clearly being rewarded, besides pro-
viding role models for others.

Central Support
'ftachers expressed desire for tangible evidence

in the lOrm of documents or guidelinesof the dis-
trict's commitment to the stated philosophy and w)als.
The result was a new primary progress report that
eliminated numerical grading and included items such
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as "sees self as writer" and "shows an appreciation of
literature." At the same time thtl, eliminated all stand-
ardized testing in the kindergarten and first grades. A
scope and sequence of expectations provided a writ-
ten framework that was in line with the new philoso-
phy and goals and was not skills-driven. It provided
the necessary benchmarks without the inflexibility of
specific program guides.

In addition, individual schools received a greater
share of the district budget to allow greater control of
the resources they identified as necessary to their
prt)grams. These resources permitted more planning
time. In its 1991-92 annual budget, the central office
also responded to the priority that aide service be
made available in all kindergarten, 1st, and 2nd grade
classrooms.

Facing Reality
The most critical realization for the district was that

a districtwide effort involving such a broad range of
changes cannot happen at once. The change process
w(,uld he ongoing, lasting for several years. To over-
come the lack of confidence would necessitate team
teaching, peer coaching, and collegial planning op-
portunitites. This slowness should not he viewed
negatively because taking the time needed might
ensure that the change is longer lasting than previous
efforts. The district also needed to realize that their
ongoing commitment to change was critical to main-
taining staff trust levels.

We have accomplished one update of the existing
plan and have extended our timeline to allow a
five-year time frame. The progress is steady, consis-
tent, and highlighted by increasing involvement and
commitment.

Although after four years implementation is incom-
plete, we have many classrooms in the district where
the vision has indeed become a reality. If the district
can determine the critical components that encoui
aged change in these classrooms and continue to
pix wide these components, our implementation will
no doubt spread more quickly to other classrooms. It
is conceivable that in another four years, developmen-
tally appropriate practice will be the cornerstone of
the majority of classrooms in the district.



Developing a State Model Preschool Program:
High Point Public Schools
High Point, North Carolina

Susan Howard, Betty Royal, John Schroeder

The Fairview Preschool Pilot is one of two original
pilots designated in North Carolina to demonstrate that
preschool children can be served effectively in a
public school setting. A multi-age group of children
from various backgrounds with an array of abilities
and special needs spend productive days in a warm,
ianguage-rich environment with a well-trained staff.
The full-day, year-long pr()gram promotes learning
through active play. It also provides parenting skills
for the children's first and most important teachers,
their parents.

Demographics
High Point, North Carmina. is a manufacturing

community of appn)ximately 70,000 people. Located
in the Piednumt section of North Carolina between the
larger cities of Greensboro and Winston-Salem, High
Point is known both as the "furniture capital" and the
"hosiery capital of the world." The community is 68
percent white and 32 percent nonwhite (mostly Afri-
can Americans).

The High Point Public School system serves ap-
proximately 7,200 students in nine elementary
schools, three middle schools, and two high schools.
The ethnic makeup of the school system is 49 percent
white and 51 percent nonwhite.

The Program
Fairview Elementary School. located in the south-

ern quadrant of High Point, serves the greatest per-
centage of economically and educationally deprived
children in the district Seventy-six percent of the
student body are at or below the poverty level and
qual4 for free or reduced lunch. Over half of the
district's students for whom English is a second lan-
guage attend Fairview. Fairview also has a large
student turruwer rate, gaining and k)sing apprc
mately one student per day.

Children entering Fairview Street Elementary
School evidenced the need for language-enriched

experiences. The story of one small boy who arrived
for his first day at Fairview statc..1 the problem clearly.
1.1e came on the bus to enroll himself in kindergarten.
Although he knew his nickname, he could not tell us
his real first or last name. His vocabulary was limited
to essentials like wawa (water), juice, and potty.
Children from his neighborhood helped school per-
sonnel with his name and address so that the
home .school coordinator could go to the home and
help the mother fill out registration forms.

Several weeks later, the principal took the child
home to discuss his progress with the mother. There,
sitting in the corner were two younger brothers who
appeared to have similar language needs. It was then
that the principal realized the need for a program to
address the needs of these and other similar children
before they reached the classroom.

The principal lobbied the superintendent and any-
one else who would listen, seeking a source of funding
to establish a public preschool at Fairview. Eventually,
he and the superintendent obtained Chapter 1 funding
to begin a preschool class for 4-year-olds. They hoped
that by getting children during their most rapidly
developing years, they could make a difference.

Before Fairview could house a preschool program.
they had to prepare a room and hire staff. Since the
:deal room required major renovations to meet health
and safety codes, the assistant superintendent for
building and grounds became involved in their vision.
The principal. despite the heavy physical labor,
pitched in and helped the maintenance crew pour
cement for the handicapped ramp and cut through a
brick wall to add an outside door. The principal's
presence and willingness to get dirty demonstrated his
onunitment and motivated the crew to work harder
ind faster Ki most important, to buy into the vision.
As a result. the crew voluntarily built a large sandbox
with landscape timbers and "found- a truckl(md of
sand.

Readying the classroom required $4,000 worth of
materials and equipment. Since there was not enough
money, sch(R)1 officials begged and borrowed to get
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the furniture, carpet, and other materials needed. They
even built some things from scratch.

Once the facility and staff were ready, students
were chosen using a series of home visits and tests.
The LAP-D (Learning Accomplishment Profile-Diag-
nostic Edition) helped to identify students who were
two or more years below expectations. Educators
developed and implemented an experience-based,
language-enriched program to help these children.

Once the class started, the principal's role changed
and as head cheerleader and tour leader for visitors,
he encouraged ongoing pt.( )gram devek)pment. lie
also served as a much-needed male role model for
these ..hildren. twenty of whom had no father at home.
Once Chapter 1 personnel recognized the rapid
growth of the children, they began recommending that
other school systems develop similar programs. By the
end of the first year, seventeen school systems visited
our program and used it as a model for their Own
Chapter 1 programs. The teacher and the principal,
who have served on local and state committees to
develop curriculum and certification standards for
preschool programs, have remained active in training
other preschool personnel.

Students have averaged almost two years growth
a year. Often, the students with the greatest needs on
entering the preschool program have scored higher
on the second grade standardized tests than other
FaiMew second graders. Unfortunately, even with
these tremendous results, we were serving only 20
percent of the children who needed our help. The
need to find additkmal resources to expand the pro-
gram was imperative.

Subsequently, we applied to North Carolina's Pre-
school Pilot Program. After being visited by a team
selected by the Department of Public Instruction,
Fairview was chosen as one of two pilot sites f()I their
program.

This selection provided the funds needed to start
a second preschool class at Fairview. The State De-
9artment c)f Public Instruction required that all tenets
in the North Carolina early childhood handbook Circle
of Childhood be present and fully implemented in its
pilot programs.

Philosophy and Curriculum
The core of Fairview Preschool's philosophy is the

belief that all children enter schwl with unique abili-
ties influenced by their personal experiences. Recog-
nizing the parents' role as a child's first and most
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important teacher, educators attempt to build an at-
mosphere of cooperation with the parents. The school
environment should provide a developmentally ap-
propriate program that allows for exploring the envi-
ronment and develop a child's ability to think and
learn.

circle of Childhood, which provides the curriculum
used in the Fairview Preschool, stresses the impor-
tance of chiki-initiated learning because of the positive
and long-term effect it has on a child's intelligence and
on the quality of life for the child, the family, and the
community.

Fairview Preschool supports this fundamental
premise of the Circle qf Chiklbood:

Young children are curious and active human
beings who learn from their world. Play is the
world and work of young children. Children who
are deprived of meaningful play experiences are
handicapped in all aspects of their development.
Play provides the time, the space, the experience.
and the interaction necessary for the gradual de-
velopment of the whole childphysically, men-
tally, socially, and emotionally.

The C'ircleofciildhoodsets forth nine goals for an
early childhood program. When a developmentally
appropriate environment is provided, young children
will develop and grow. These are the nine goals with
indicators of ways in which children may grow.

1. Self-u'orth
Children smile frequently. make decisions, try
again when mistakes are made. accept re-
sponsibility, talk with peers and adults.

2. Respect for the physical envimnment; (15514117p-
MM Qfrevonsihili11' within tl.w immediate and
personal ent,imnment
Children begin to take turns, respond to re-
quests, listen to others, demonstrate self-help
skills, help with clean up, enjoy and care for
plants and animals.

3. (4)acitp to use natural curiosity about the
immediate and personal environment hy us-
ing all the senses
Children ask questions, test .'s, talk about
experiences. use all of their

A Witt' to conceptualize tatt relation-
ships in the in, nwdiate and bat environ-
ment
Children begin to isons. begin to



verbalize own actions, make repeated patterns
with blocks, represent experiences through
drawings.

5. Ability to express and represent thoughts, frel-
ings, and experiences in the immediate and
personal eruironment
Children use a variety of art media to express
and represent experiences, retell stories, begin
to make sense of print.

6. Ability to make decisions and to solve problems
in the immediate and personal environment
Children choose materials with which to work,
make choices between two options, use trial
and error method, begin to work through
interpersonal conflicts that arise.

7. capacity to use developmentally appropriate
thinking processes in rebtion to the immediaw
and personal entironnwnt
Children ask questions to solve problems,
make statements to announce discoveries, use
materials in original, nontraditkmal ways.

8. Opacity to use lame and small muscles in the
immediate and personal environment
Children use a variety of whole body move-
ments in dancing, playing, pretending; use an
array of materials and equipment; try out new
movements.

9. Ability to lire in harmony with others in the
immediate and perwonal environment
Children begin to display an awareness of
others feelings, begin to take turns, listen to
others, begin to contribute willingly.

Environment
Young children come to the Fairview Preschool

from a place called "home," where they began grow-
ing and learning about their world. It is important tOr
this place called "school" to provide an environment
that is "homelike" with real "stuff" so that children may
continue to investigate and make sense out of their
world. Providing a classroom that pays careful atten-
tion to the inside and outside envirorment is critical
to establishing a model setting that lc )sters the total
development of the young child.

There must be a strong onnmitment to provide a
setting that incorporates the criteria for the total envi-
ronment fig a preschool classroom. If renovations and

additions are necessary to make a site appropriate,
every effort should be made to t011ow the criteria
carefully so that the total enviionment allows for
children's learning according to developmentally ap-
propriate practice.

High Point Public Schools made a commitnwnt to
pn wide a quality environment fig Fairview Preschool.
A facility adjacent to Fairview School was rented and
renovations were made that met the guidelines set
fOrth in the Circle cd Childhood.

The inside learning environment:
Spacious (75 square feet per child)
(The maintenance crew knocked out a wall
between two smaller rooms to create one spa-
cious area).
Low windows to allow children to see outside
Immediate access to the outdoors
(Staff members facilitate the children's play in-
side and outside throughout the day).
Carpet and tile/vinyl floor surfaces
(Children investigate with messy "stuff- and
need floors that they can learn to clean with
ease).
Sink units with warm and cold water and appro-
priate toilet accessible to classroom area
Child-level ccnintertop space
(The maintenance crew built cabinets with coun-
tertop space around a portion of an interior wall
that c()uld not be totally removed in the rem wa-
lion).
Appropriate storage areas (cubbies, separate
area for storage of coats, and equipment).
(We found there is no such thing as too much
st orage ).

Eye-level display areas fOr children's work
Electrical outlets.

Learning centers should include the following
areas:
cooking
listcning

sand i4t watt.r
cx pi, ir.itions

suit hing

blot ks
visual arts
hook making

riling

dramatic play
musi
manipulativvs

Kiwi irking

supply
topical
printing
iunk

The outside learning environment:
5,000 square feet of enclosed play space that is
separate from play area fig older children
structures for climbing and swinging
Places to sit
Open space fin- running and movement
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Places for sand and water play
raved area for riding toys and push and pull toys
Varied terrain
Covered area with work spaces
Storage area for equipment

The Schedule
The Fairview Preschool offers a developmentally

appropriate environment for sixteen preschool
dren ages 3, '4, and S. Onen eleven hours daily to
provide total care for the children we serve, we are
operational year round so that working parents have
continuous care for their cnildron.

The Children
Fairview Preschool serves sixteen children and

their families. The children, each a unique individual,
receive total care in a heterogeneous, multi-age set-
ting. The preschool also serves three children with
special needs. The High Point Preschool for the Handi-
capped regularly visits the Fairview Preschool to
broaden the experience-base for their children, which
increases the number of children being served by the
program.

Parents as Partners
Parental involvement is vital to the success of the

program. All parents of prticipating children must
sign a statement committing their support of and active
participation in the program. At an annual orientation
meeting, new parents learn what is expected of them
and what services they can expect. They also receive
a handbook with relevant infinmation about the pil(
fin their reference.

Since the program provides full-day services, par-
ents need only to transport their children to and from
school each day. All parents may visit with the staff
for a few minutes each day abou r. their chikl's routines
and progress. These short visits build a strong trust
relationship between sch(S)1 and home.

Throughout the year parents may attend sessions
that deal with topics such as improving parenting
skills, using a guidance approach to discipline.
ing to put child. and pr( widing g()( )d nutrition. Par-
. nts receive special infiwmation about go d health
practices, the job market, and educational opportuni-
ties available in the community. An on-site GED
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Program is ()tiered to parents through Guilford Tech-
nical Community CAlege (GTCO.

A library of hooks is also available to parents.
Reading to their children strengthens the family bond,
and children begin to see the value of learning to read.
Parents want to be the best teachers possible for their
children, so they strive to learn the skills needed for
being good teachers at home.

The staff reinforces the school's interest with home
visits and continuously strengthens the bond between
home and school. This fosters more parent involve-
ment in the school.

Working Together for Quality
Collective efforts of various community agencies

and groups have greatly enhanced the preschool pilot.
The High Point Parks and Recreation Department
leases space to the school system for the pilot. The
center, which is adjacent to Fairview School, offers
classrooms, office space, and appropriate play areas.

High Point's Exceptional Children's Program has
provided a full-time teacher assistant for the pilot so
that several mildly handicapped children may partici-
pate in the program. These "special children" have
made tremendous progress as a result of being main-
streamed in the pilot.

Other special community friends to the pilot in-
clude the Junior League, Family Services, Guilford
Technical Community College, Lowes Gnicery Store,
and Wood-Armfield Furniture C(impany. The Junior
League provides two volunteers who work with the
children weekly. The staff of Family Services of High
Point. Inc. has been helpful in providing programs for
parents. GTCC has worked with Fairview Elementary
to set up an on-site GED program for parents. Lowes
Grocery Store has adopted the entire school and
provides volunteer time as well as "free" groceries for
special projects. Wood-Armlield Furniture Company
donated two wingback chairs, a table, a framed print,
and a lamp for the parent area.

Other valuable resources have been clo,,er to
lunne. The sch()ol system's maintenance department
converted two small classrooms into one large room,
which is ideal for the sixteen children being served.
All menthers of the board of education visited the class
and support the program. Older children visit occa-
sionally and offer assistance to the preschoolers. It is
exciting to see the differences that occur when a



community works together to make a program suc-
cessful.

Getting the Wo 1 Out
Much of the conm ity assistance enjoyed by the

pilot has been the result of positive media coverage.
The press are invited to all happenings and frequently
attend. Two area newspapers have written human
interest articles about the pilot with great pictures.

Observers frequently visit. Teachers, principals,
and superintendents; college students, professors, and
deans; conmmnity businessmen and women: and
parents of prospective parti Apants enjoy the natural
learning that takes place. A visiting school board
member, Colleen Hartsoe, recently recalled this scene:

Swinging from the last o, head bar on the
outdoor gym set, a three- Ar-old, April, was
trying to figure out how to get down. Although
she was her body length from the ground, she
showed no fear, just calculation.

"Do.you teant help?" asked Susan. the teacher
"No." Still no movement.
Susan called to the four-year-old lbny. "Climb

up and show April how you get down."
As April continued to dangle, Tony demon-

strated.
Again, "Do you need help?"
"No."

April had a sec( mnd decision to make, either
drop to the ground or get down by climbing
along the side the way Tony had come up. She

)se to inch her way over to the side and
cautiously make her way down.
Susan complimented both children. "You did it.
April" and "Thank you, Tony, for showing April.
Yciu're a gcsKi friend."

This whole episode lasted five minutes out of
F:iirview's daily I I -hour program. It illustrates these
early-chikiluxxl teaching tenets:

The equipment is in place with the oppirtunity
to use it when and lime thie child wants to.
The teache; is observing nearby. Her observa-
tion skills are based on her km miedge of chil-
dren and their needs. she is not merely watching
to see that no one gets hurt. She clearly knows
what she wants to teach.
The child is allowed to test her own ability
(another person is n( it testing it). She knows help

is available. She has choices.
Another child is given a chance to demonstrate
his skill hut not in a spirit of competition (also,
he is older, perhaps an advantage of multi-age
grouping).
The self-esteem of both children is enhanced.

It is not hard to see not only the efficacy of such
developmental learning but also the difficulty of this
type of teaching. A teacher cannot go to the classrocm
with the specific plan, "Today, I will teach self-suffi-
ciency." When the teacher reviews the day, it is not to
assess the effectiveness of a pre-laid plan, hut to ask,
"Did I miss an opportunity that a child offemed me:"

Program Evaluation
The preschool pilot is evaluated in three areas: the

program, th,2 staff, and the children.
An external evaluator conducts the program evalu-

ation, using thirty-seven environmental components
in seven general areas: Personal care routines, furnish-
ings and display for children, language reasoning
experiences, fine and gross motor activities, creative
activities, social development, and adult needs. Each
ittm is rated from 1-7, with seven being the highest.
The pilot has consistently received strong ratings in
this evaluation.

The principal uses the state's standard evaluation
tbrms to evaluate the teacher and staff. An early
childhood instrument, developed for use with pre-
school teachers, is currently being validated. The
instrument effectively measured the strengths of the
pilot's teacher this past year.

The children are continuously observed and as-
sessed in the areas set tbrth in the nine curriculum of
the Circle qf Childhood The staff makes regular anec-
dotal notes on the children for the files. These help
document skills being learneJ by the children. This
information is shared with parents on a regular basis.
Standardized tests are not administered in the pil(

Funding a Preschool Program
The preschool pilot has been funded for three

years through a Chapter 2 grant awarded through the
North Canilina State Department of Public Instruction.
The total amount of nmney received is $375,000 or
S 125.000 per year. The funds have provided for an
effective year-round pnmgram tbr presch()ol children.
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Learning from Our Experiences
Knowing what we now know, if we started over,

we would:

Find better ways to identify and hire
staff
We had an experienced and competent preschool

teacher to start the program. In selecting the two
assistants, we interviewed and checked references as
with any other positions. In the future, we would also
require the final candidates to serve as substitute
teacher assistants in a class for four year okis or one
of the kindergartens. This would better identify people
who work well with young children.

Alter the way we identify children to
be served

initially chikiren were selected rand( nuly without
considering their family situations. The majority of
these children's parents worked ten-hour days in the
High Point factories. This placed tremendous strain on
the program because direct service preempted other
program facets, such as planning time, parent confer-
ences, and assessment. We still have some 11-hour
children, but they no longer constitute the majority.
We now try to match the needs of the families with
the services we are able to provide effectively.

Phase new children in gradually
All the children started the pn)gram on the first day,

which gave the appearance of chaos. In the future, we
would stagger the times, bringing in smaller groups at
different times. This gives children the time to become
familiar with the preschool environment before phas-
iv't in additional children.

As children move On to first grade or move out of
the area, we add only one new child on any given
day, thus helping the child to adjust more quickly to
tlw preschool environment.

Plan for the staff's mental health
Fairview Presch(Sil was open In nn 6:30 a.m. until

S:30 p.m. during the regular sell( s 1 year and eight
additional weeks in tire summer. This li)()ked good on
parer, and the parents and children loved it. on the
other hand. the staff experienced fatigue. They dedi-
cated lc mg hours to the children and came back many
evenings to work with the parents. This was too
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intense. The staff needed time to recharge their bat-
teries. We would recommend that a staff member
spend no more than six hours per day directly with
children. They should plan, evaluate, contact parents,
clean, and so on, during the remainder of the day. At
least one work day per month is now scheduled to
use for staff development, planning, and enhancing
the classamm environment.

Plan behind-the-scenes logistics more
thoroughly
The staff needs to focus on the children; they

should not have to be involved in I( igistics. For
example, it is easy to to schedule summer operations,
but . . . Who will pros ide the meals and snacks? Who
will provide substitutes for absent employees? Pre-
school programs produce several loads of wash per
week. Is the staff expected to take it home or is there
a readily accessible washer and dryer? You ask parents
to provide extra clothes, you provide a variety of
wheel toys and other large muscle developnwnt
equipment. Is there adequate accessible storage? Stu-
dents are involved in food preparation, and projects
that require items like food coloring, cotton balls, or
utensils from the store. Is there an easy way to
purchase these with program funds?

Fund a total program at one site before
expanding
I laving a one-classroom pilot demonstrates how a

quality early childhood classroom should operate, but
the logistics and expenses of operating one class make
the program appear prohibitively expensive to repli-
cate. We heard many times, 'Well, we couldn t afford
that" from visitors. If we had run a three-classroom
program, as requested in our initial funding proposal,
the program costs and responsibilities would have
been divided among three classes. In addition:

Different classes could cover early and late
hours. All classes would not need doubk> assis-
tant coverage to be open from 6:30 a.m. to 5:30
p.m.

One parent educator could work with parents
from all classes. This would provide a larger pool
of parents .ind make a more varied and well-at-
tended program possible.
Large pieces of equipment could be shared. This
includes equipment such :is a refrigerator and
stove, large climbing toys, and wheel toys.



Staff could provide mutual support. Having two
state preschool pilots 250 miles apart did not
allow teachers enough Opportunities I., plan and
work together. Teachers had to go it alone as
they demonstrated new and sometimes contro-
versial concepts. Fortunately, Fairview's partici-
pation in the ASCD Early Childhood Consortium
helped alleviate this problem.

Prepare the principal
Leadership of a preschool program requires a

certain amount of expertise in the field of early
childhood education. Alt lu)ugh the Fairview principal
was an advocate for early childhood programs, his
lack of a degree or extensive experience in this area
caused some initial discomfort t'or him. Meanwhile,
the teacher carried the burden ot maintaining the focus
on the needs of young children and the ultim .te goals
of the early childhood pn)grain.

One example demonstrates the adjustment re-
quired of the principal. It involvesd the use of a record
player. The pri.icipal felt the record player was too
expensive to allow children to use it without direct
adult supervision. The teacher insisted that operating
the record player was the only way for the children to
learn how to use it. She volunteered to buy a new one
if the one in the class was broken. Amazingly, the
children learned how to use the record player without
breaking it, and the principal learned a different
approach.

Multi-age Grouping Works
The State Department insisted that the pilot serve

multi-age children. Once operational, it was easy to
see that the children learned much from each other.
The older children stimulated the 3-year-olds to try
new things, and the older children learned leadership
skills and self confidence thrt)ugh the interaction.
which reinforced their own learning. All received

learning experiences appropriate to their levels.

Mainstreaming Works in Preschool
Exceptional children moved successfully into the

preschool setting because multi-age grouping alk)ws
them to find peers who are working on their level.
The other preschooleu also quickly tdjust to the
exceptional children and gain from their pres% nce.
Many Fairview preschoolers now use sign languaw to
«mununicate with their d !af friend and watch for
Obstacles that might cause their blind friend to fall.

611d-initiated Learning is Essential
Child-initiated learning is a key component of a

developmentally appropriate program. This appeared
to 'reale chaos at first because most children had not
had this experience. Too many decisions were made
for them at home and at their previous child care
settings. Now, ha ..ing learned to make decisions,
,..hildren easily plan their day and move freely through
the classroom, choosing the materials they want to
use. Children can and do help with everything possi-
ble including answering the phone. cleaning their
environment, and getting lunch. The self confidence.
responsibility, and independence of these children
continue to grow, promoting harmony in the class-
room community.

Summary
The North Carolina Preschool Pilot was established

to he a model program demonstrating effective, re-
search-based early childhood practices as outlined in
the North Carolina Handbook, Circle of Childhood.
Funding was provided by Chapter 2, through the State
Department of Public Instruction, to Ihre staff and
purchase the needed resources to realize the vision of
a preschool housed in a public school setting.

j
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Change in Attitude and Knowledge:
Jackson Public School Distrkt

Jackson, haississippl
Elton Greer

The attitudes and knowledge regarding early child-
hood education have changed in the Jackson Public
School District since it was selected and approved to
participate in the ASCD Early Childhood Consortium
Change has occurred in the early childhood curricu-
lum pn)giams for 4-year-olds, evaluation phik)so-
phies and techniques for children ages 4-8, and paivnt
training and involvement.

Prior to 1988, little was said in Jackson about
(2:..velopmental appmpriateness: the guides set by our
administrators and teachers lumped all children to-
gether. The efforts of the Jacksim Consortium Team
with the Early Children Consortium have helped this
:istrict to become more knowledgeable regarding
appropriate early childhood practices and to place this
knowledge into more widespread practice. At the
T..am's request. workshops were held during which
information a garding appropriate practices was dis-
seminated, and teachers were encouraged and em-
powered to do what many of them already knew to
be best fOr children.

The early childhood curriculum in Jackson had
been pushed downward, with more and more aca-
(lemic areas being Imused on in kindergarten and 1st
grade, because of a misco,lceptk,n that "earlier was
better.- Our early childhood curriculum has now been
revised and made ap... apps)priate. The superinten-
dent, assistant superintendents, and principals encour-
age teachers to suppc in learning through centers and
cooperative experiences. The 1st and lnd grade cur-
riculums are thenw-lmsed and integrated. Reading
instruction in the early grades fmuses on a whole-lan-
guage perspective. The learning center approach has
been adopted in pre-kindergarten thr( mgh ith grade
with centers incorporating inquiry, discovery, and
direct instnicticm. Thus, children are actively involved
in the learning pnwess.

In 1988, Jacks( m had no pr(Nrams fin i-vear-olds.
During the 1991-92 school year we established nine
with a maximum of twenty pupils per class. These
classes use a curr:culum apprcipriate to the student's
ages and clevek)pmental kweb.. and teachers use
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practices to build st it-esteem and confidence. New
furniture and new materials were purchased for each
classroom, and the environment was made conducive
to good early childhood practices. Jackson has com-
mitted to the addition of classes for 4-year-olds in all
its schools.

Prior to 1988, Mississippi required that a stand-
ardized test be administered to 5-year-old kindergar-
ten pupils each spring to measure the effectiveness of
kindergarten programs. The state has since abandoned
this idea. In Jackson, the reporting instruments are
appropriate and multiple assessments are used, in-
cluding teacher observational data, portfolios, check-
lists, and informal notes. Alternative assessments allow
teachers to be more skillful "child watchers" and give
children more opportunities to show what they can
do in a variety of ways. These assessments deal with
the child's total development and are valuable when
making instructional decisions for individual children.

Before participating in the Early Childhood Con-
sortium, Jackson had no systematic and consistent
plan for parent training and involvement. Several
sclu)ols now participate in the Quality Education
Project, a parent training and involvement program.
Our district places more emphasis on getting parents
in the schools and inviting them to be a part of their
child's learning process. Our superintendent has initi-
ated dialogue with lc ical Head Starts, and a spirit of
collabigation among kical education leaders and the
community, which has enabled these people to work
with the schools toward meeting the goals of early
childhi)od educaticm. iackson conducts an annual
survey of' parents and ccnnmunity members to give
district personnel a report card on how well we meet
the needs of the community. The school district has
maintained a strcmg Adopt-A-Schc)ol program for ten
years, and the program is now stronger and more
viable than ever.

The Jacks( m Public Schciol District has improved
the services I., our children ages 4-8 since our partici-
patic m in the ASCD Early Childhood Cons( ntium. Staff
de% elopmeni activities, staff members' attitudes, and
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support from our superintendents have helped our
Consortium Team to have an impact on early child-
hood education in our district. Our School Board has
been informed of appropriate early childhood prac-
tices, and has been supportive of these endeavors. The

Consortium effort was a rewarding professional expe-
rience for the Team members, but even more reward-
ing to the boys and girls of this school district who will
he served by research-based, developmentally appro-
priate, early childhood practices.
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Program and Curriculum Design:
Lincolnwood School District

Lincolnwood, Minot-
Mark Friedman

In Lincolnwood, Illinois, the school district decided
to enroll in the ASCD Early Childhood Consortium and
to adapt their prescription for change to suit the needs
of our ongoing program.

Demographics
Lincolnwood, Illinois, is an upper middle class,

mostly single-family-home suburban community of
12,411 residents located immediately to the north of
Chicago and surrounded by the villages of Skokie and
Evanston. The close proximity to medical centers, the
legal system, and the city's financial and business
districts coupled with the small town environment of
a suburban community, continue to attract large num-
bers of professionals. The population is 86.4 percent
Caucasian, 0.1 percent African American, 9.6 percent
Asian, East Indian and Pacific Islander, and 3.9 percent
I lispanic.

While little has changed physically in the last fifteen
years, the population has undergone a marked shift.
An influx of Asian, East Indian, and Pacific Island
residents has created a diverse, multicultural popula-
tion. This is magnified by forty-one different languages
spoken by students enrolled in school district,
which is designated School District #74.

The Program
While pc ipulation diversity contributes to a 13.6

percent minority makeup in the village, School District
#74 has seen its minority population increase to 33
percent of the total student population of 1,100. As
older residents sell their homes, younger families with
children and diverse backgrounds are replacing them.
The philc)sophy of the Lincolnwood Board of Educa-
tion has been to provide for all student needs with
local funding and resources. The largest percentage of
revenue for the operations budget comes from local
property taxes. State and kderal aid provide only +.6
percent of the revenue. Current annual per pupil
expenditures are S6,200.
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School District #74's unique Early Childhood Edu-
cation Program is located in Todd Hall School. It
houses a district-operated prekindergarten, full-day
kindergarten and an English-as-a-Second Language
pull-out program. The total student population is
approximately 275.

In addition to these programs, a private child care
provider leases One wing of Todd Hall. This organiza-
tion maintains programs for children from 6 weeks to
4 years old, as well as provide before- and after-school
care for students in grades K-4 who attend Lincoln-
wood Schools, More than 100 children and families
benefit from the presence of these privately run pro-
grams.

District *74, which has operated a developmental
4-year-old prekindergarten for almost twenty years, is
certainly One of' the first public school districts to offer
this type program in Illinois. The design of Todd Hall
School, an older building, reflects this early focus on
early childhood education. It was built specifically as
a primary building with the anticipation that no stu-
dent older than 2nd-grade age would be there.

In 1982 declining enrollment forced the closing of
the public school portion of Todd Hall, except for the
district operated prekindergarten and four half-day
kindergarten classes. In total, three classrooms were
being used. All other space was designated for district
warehousing, offered to community groups, or leased
to the private child care provider. First grade classes
moved to Rutledge Hall, which then housed grades
1-4.

Two years after the symbolic closing of Todd Hall,
signs pointed toward an increase in enrollment. Be-
cause of the state focus on implementing good early
childhood education programs also, the board of
education directed the administration to commence a
review of its entire early childhood education program
i.nd curriculum.

By the end of the summer of 1986, all physical
elements were in place. Staff was hired, materials were
ordered, and the building was prepared for the arrival
of st udents.



Speedbumps

Along an apparently smooth path to creating a true
Early Childhood Center, several speedbumps ap-
peared. Some related to program content, and others
were more philosophical.

The first was the belief of some parents that full-day
kindergarten would not be in the best interests of their
children. Anticipating this concern, district administra-
tors held a series of meetings to address all concerns
n!garding full-day kindergarten. Recurrent themes re-
lated to length of school day and the role of academics.

Parents were also offered the choice of enrolling
their children in a traditional half-day progrm or the
new full day. Ninety-seven percent chose full day. To
accommodate the three parents who chose a half-day
program, one full-day classroomn designed its schedule
so that all elements of a half-day program were offered
in the morning block.

In addition, class sizes were kept in the 20:1 ratio
and half-time aides were hired for each classroom.
Parents were encouraged and prodded to visit and
observe throughout the year. Eventually, some of the
biggest critics became full-day kindergarten boosters.

By the end of October, only one child remained in
the half-day component. The fears of too long a day
and a heavy dose of' academics had been quickly put
to rest.

The first year of Todd flail's reopening was truly a
learning experience for all. New faces included a
principal, four newly hired and five relocated class-
room teachers, a new physical education specialist, a
new learning center/computer lab director, as well as
teacher's aides, parent volunteers, and bus drivers.

Curriculum Design
Amid the many successes and speedbumps during

the first year, one area cried out for attention: The need
for consistency and continuity in curriculum design
and implementation. The issue wasn't one of working
together, it was one of developing a framework for all
components Of the program.

In the second year of operation. the chasm be-
tween philosophical direction and grade level auton-
omy seemed to grow. Administrators definitely
needed to dig in and begin a process of program and
curriculum identity encompassing all aspects of early
childhood education in Lincolnwood.

First, they developed a mission statement that
would reflect the board of' education's agenda when

reopening Todd Hall. A represelnative team of admin-
istrators and teachers composed this statement:

It is the mission of Lincolnwood School District
#74 to create a developmentally appropriate
model Early Childhood Education Program re-
flecting current practices and research in the
early childhood domain.

This was presented to the board of education and
other early childhood staff and generally received
favorable responses. However, some staff members
questioned the true meaning of the term "develop-
mentally appropriate- and wanted to know how it
pertained to them.

Lincolnwood and ASCD
Fortunately, the expression of these staff concerns

coincided with the district's application for inclusion
in ASCD's Early Childhood Consortium. After being
selected. the first task for each district was to design
a five-year plan for early childhood education.

The highlights of Lincolnwood's plan included:

Examining the early childhood learning environ-
ment to determine if programs were develop-
mentally appropriate;
Defining the District #.74 Early Childhood Edu-
cation Program as encompassing grades prekin-
dergarten through iwo;

standardized testing in the first

Implementing a kindergarten screening pro)gram
and defining the screening process for three and
four year olds;
Moving second grade to the primary building;
Reaching out to meet the needs of the non-
English-speaking population;
Formalizing curriculum and ensuring that it is
developmentally appropriate:
Planning staff develo )pment activities;
Creating a Early Childhood Curriculum Commit-
tee.

The first and third goals of year one were directed
at pro widing a definition col-. and information about,
developmentally appropri.:te practices. The plan ako
called low staff deveh)pment activities centered on
developnientally appropriate practices. parent infor-
mation programs, the creation of an article bank.
repo )rts to the board of educatiom, the examination! of
curricular areas, and the creation of a permanent Early
Childh ox)d Curriculum Committee.
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Members of the consortium team conducted infor-
mational meetings to share the details and scheduled
separate sessions with primary grade teachers, board
members, parents, the press, and the district adminis-
trative team.

Although most components of the five-year plan
were accepted, one element still troubled some 1st
and 2nd grade teachers. They needed to understand
what would be expected of them as teachers in a
developmentally appropriate classroom. This issue
turned out to be a major speedbump over the next
three years.

These teachers felt that moving in this new direc-
tion was a rejection of successful teaching practices.
After all, students in District 174 averaged in the 96th
percentile natkmally on the Stanford Achievement
Test. While true at that time, there were signs that the
changing nature of the student population was begin-
ning to affect that statistic. Already, teachers at the
intermediate grades were commenting on the lower
levels of preparednes!. they were seeing in new stu-
dents. Also, the lack of language proficiency displayed
by some students was affecti,,i, Lheir classroom per-
formance negatively and presented new problems for
teachers.

The Early Childhood Consortium Team felt that a
more developmental philosophy could address the
needs of individual students better. Also, the curricu-
lum design and program development and the tenets
of developmentally appropriate practices could be
exported to grades 3-8.

To address the teachers' concerns. the Consonium
Team held a series of awareness meetings to outline
elements of a developmentally appropriate curricu-
him. They distributed information and showed a de-
scriptive video. Their efforts seemed to bea: fruit, but
change clki not occur overnight.

Staff development continues to be our major focus.
Since 1986, we have had a SO percent teacher turnover
rate at the early childhood level. Obviously, it ws
imperative to address the needs of both new teachers
and the more experienced staff.

1Tsing a detailed, narrative needs assessment, we
developed plans that encompassed several imponant
areas, Some (4. topics selected were:

Teaching without paper, pencils, and work-
books,
Organizing curriculum at the c!arlv childhood
level,
Examining classroom organization and design,
Examining devel( ipmental phil( isophy,
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Stressing multicultural awareness,
Introducing whole language at the early child-
hood level,
Asking what was developmentally appropriate,
Observing the regular education initiative as it
pertains to early childhood education,
Using thinking skills at the early childhood level,
Using math manipulatives in the early childhood
classroom,
Introducing the writing process,
Using cooperative learning, and
Conducting team visits to other model class-
rooms.

Of all the staff devdopment activities, classroom
visits have proven to be the most powerful tool for
creating an awareness of good teaching practices and
for finding new ideas. Even if a visit to another school
did not translate into something new, it affirmed the
good things that were going on in the various class-
room.s.

Historically, the curriculum devel(Tment/design
process in Lincolnwood calls for forming a committee
to study one content area each year on a rotating basis.
Teachers serve on the committee for one year and
recei professional growth points, an internal system
of required professional development activities.

In 1986, a formal cycle of curriculum devdopment
was adopted with the enthusiastic approval of the
board of education, thus beginning the process of
creating curriculum guides.

A formal structure for developing the curriculum
guide was implemented. This process helped to focus
on the creation of an up-to-date, usable curriculum
guide based on the latest research and practice with
input from teachers at all grade levels. However, to
ensure that *ssues pertinent to the early childhood staff
were addressed, two representatives from each K-2
grade sat on each committee.

Formal Lincolnwood Curriculum Design
Process:

1. Assistant Superintendent announces the fin.-
mation of a committee to focus on a specific
area. (Spring)

2. Principals solicit volunteers from staff.
(Spring)

3. Assistart Superintendent solicits volunteers
from ancillary staff. (Spring)

1. Committee membership i.s announced.
(Spring)



5. Calendar of meetings is developed. (Spring)
6. If needed, consultant contacts are made and

services a arranged. (Summer)
7. Article/research hank on topic is developed.

(Summer)

8. Committee begin:. formal process with a re-
view of existing curriculum/programs. Con.
sultants may begin inservice at this time. (Fall)

Outline of goals is createdWhere are we
going with the new curriculum? (Fall)

10. A consensus mission statement or statement
of philosophy is devekTed to guide the writ-
ing process. (Fall)

11. An outline of curriculum content and format
is designed, including a scope and sequence.
(Fall)

12. Grade level representatives work with col-
leagues to write content, objectives or out-
comes. (Fall/Winter)

13. Draft of curriculum content is reviewed. (Win-
ter)

14. Textbooks and related supplemental moteria!s
are examined in relation to curriculum draft.
(Winter)

15. Textbook adoption recommendations are sent
to Board of Education. (Spring)

16. Curriculum draft is refined for staff and board
approval. (Spring)

17. Staff developmenuimplementation plans are
designed. (Spring)

18. Evaluation plans are fmmulated. (Spring)
19. New curriculum is printed for distribution.

(Summer)

9,

Thnmghout the curriculum design pnwess, repre-
sentatives from the early childlmod grades work to
ident4 content that is devel()pmentally appropriate.
Appn)priate content views learning as an active, ex-
plc watory and creative pnwess built an )und social,
emotional, cognitive, and physical stages of develop-
ment that children move through in their early years.

The tone set by the early childhood representatives
creates a sequence that is followed through to the 8th
grade. It is not uncommon to hear middle school
teachers talk aIN nit addressing the developmental
ne...ds of pre-teens and teenagers.

The completed process is similar to building a
skyscraper: Lay the foundation first; then add floors.

The foundation of Lincolnwood's curriculum will al-
ways be its Early Childhood Program and the deN el-
opmental needs of the young child.

Program Design
In addition to completing one entire curriculum

design cycle, other new programs have been added
to early childhood services. Full-day kindergarten was
quickly followed by developmentally apprormate
physical education.

Lincolnwood's early childhood physical education
program encompasses the physical, social, mental,
and emotional characteristics expected of kindergar-
ten and 1st grade students. Children are actively
involved in developmentally appropriate exercises
throughout their 30-minute daily program. This isn't a
"throw out the ball and let them play" approach; it is
a well-planned sequence of classes geared to building
on individual needs.

Another new program, Project Prevent, uses a
one-to-one tutorial approach to address the needs of
1st grade students reading below grade level. The
District #74 Reading Coordinator, works cooperatively
with reading department staff from National-Louis
University and a cadre of trained tutors to provide
students with 20 minutes of prescribed reading assis-
tance each day. The District #74 Early Childhood
Curriculum Committee has developed a K-2 report
card that reflects developmental philosophy. Once the
final copy is reviewed by the board of education, it
will be implemented during the 1991-92 school year.

The Early Childhood Curriculum Committee has
also recommended the creation of an Early Childhood

(preK-2) to be housed in nxid Hall.
Supported by the board of education, this contro-

versial proposal would necessitate moving six 2nd
grade classes from the intermediate school to the
existing early childhood unit. It would also mean that
there would not be space available to accommodate
the private day care program.

If the question were just to comply with the goals
outlined in the Early Childhood Mission Statement, it
would be easy. I lowever, many Lincolnwood families
use the the private day care services and would be
upset if they were no longer available. This could truly
he a no-win situation.

Ultimately, the hoard decided that meeting the
needs of the school age population was the primary
concern. Other programs would have to come second.
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They directed district architects to design an expansion
of Todd Hall School with provisions for adding space
for day care services. Of course, the biggest speed-
bump, available funding, determines how far the
district may go.

Finally, state-of-the-art technology has come to the
early childhood program in Lincolnwood. Thdd Hall
houses the district's only Macintosh computer labora-
tory. which is supported by a plethora of classroom
computers and related software. Also, CD ROM play-
ers as well as laser discs and the latest audiovisual
equipment have been incorporated into the daily
routinc of the early childhood education program.
Children receive their first "hands-on" experience with
technology at the prekindergarten level and build on
that as they nlove through the grades.

The catalysts for incorporating technology into the
program were a knowledgeable, dedicated, Learning
Center Director at Todd Hall School, and a committed,
well-versed District Technology Cc)ordinator. Early on,
these two staff members realized the benefits of
exposure to technology at the early childhood level.

The District Technology and Early Childhood Cur-
riculum Committees pushed for the inclusion of new
technologies in classrooms at all grade levels. Feeding
the early childhood need was the curritailum design
model adopted by the District. Curriculum develop-
ment begins at the early childhood level and builds
throughout the grades.

Looking Back/Looking Ahead
Since its beginnings, our district's early childhood

education program has come a long way. Some of the
more obvicms indicators are:

A well-defined mission statement drives the pro-
gram.
The district now has an Early Childliciod Center.
The term DAP (developmentally appropriate
practice's) doesn't scare people any more.
The Lincolnwoo(1 cc )mmunity is informed about
issues related to early childliood educatic )11.
Testing at the early childhood level has been de-
emphasiz.ed.
Curriculum models and assessment systems fo-
cusing cm developmentall appropriate practice
at the K-2 levels have been created.
Class size and the student-to-ackilt ratio have
been reduced.
A child-centered app.( mch to planning and de-
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livering instruction has become more evident.
Other educators look to District *74 as an inno-
vative, trend-setting school district when it
comes to early childhood education.
Change was more difficult than anticipated.

In looking to the future, it is important that District
#74 build on the sound foundation for early childhood
education already in place. We will address areas and
issues that include a strong focus on staff development
for teachers, support staff, and administrators, fol-
lowed by an emphasis on developing a sound parent
awareness program.

The concept of developmentally appropriate prac-
tice will no longer be a buzzword but will continue to
act as a driving force in the planning and design of
curriculum. Teacher and menthers of the Lincolnwood
community will feel comfortable with this term.

Students will develop a strong sense of positive self
esteem to accompany basic concept development
with the instructional focus on the individual child.
Openness and collegial sharing and support will be
characteristic and developmentally appropriate activi-
ties will be a part of all programmatic areas including
art, music, and physical education. Assessment will be
nontraditional and cover all discipline's.

In the future, our program will serve as a model
for other schools and districts. Lincolnwood will play
a clinical role. for teachers, administrators, and com-
munity members of the other school systems as they
move to create early childhood education centers.

Since 1986, Lincolnwood District *74 has rapid!),
moved forward in the area of early childhood program
and curriculum development. Participation in ASCD's
Early Childhood Consortium has helped to raise levels
of awareness and to serve as a catalyst for necessary
change.

Change, no matter how small or inconsequential it
may seem, is fraught with speedbumps. Lincolnwood
is the perfect example, as sometimes the small, unex-
pected detail turned out to be the biggest obstacle.

The ability to overcome obstacles and look posi-
tively to the future are important characteristics of all
the involved parties in our district. It is critical that all
parties be on the same wavelength.

The Board has never been afraid to go out on a
limb to do what is best for children. The administra-
tion, led by a supportive, proactive superintendent
an(I committed principals and as%istant principals,
leaves no stone unturned in its que -a to do everythinp,
possible for children. The dedicate.' teaching staff



strives tbr excellence on all fronts, and classified
personnel arc supportive and caring in the provision
of services to children. Input from all parties is desired

and respected.
All of these components have enabkd the Lincoln-

wood School District to lay a foundation for a model
Early Childhood Education Program. Although there
will be more specdhumps along the way, with every-

one continuing to work together, the futurc looks
brighter than ever.
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Teacher-Initiated Change:
Muscatine Community School District

Muscatine, Iowa
firlic Herold, Polly Levine

A port city on the Mississippi River in southeastern
Iowa, Muscatine has more ethnic and socioeconomic
diversity than most communities in the state. Although
a small town, it is unique as an agricultural and
industrial center because many of the industries
founded in Muscatine retain their international head-
quarters there. Businesses work with the schools
through an Adopt-A-School program and other alli-
ances that focus on educational excellence, at-risk
programming, and substance abuse.

Demographics
Muscatine's population of 23.000 supports a com-

munity college, private preschools, and parochial ele-
mentary schools. The Muscatine Community School
District's budget of $26,000,000 operates nine elemen-
tary schools (grades PS-5), two middle schools (grades
6-8), and one high school (grades 9-12). The total
student population is 5,576 with 450 in kindergarten
and 85 in at-risk and special education preschoois. The
general fund provides $725,000 for kindergarten costs;
federal and state funds and grants provide $480,000
for all other early education.

The percentage of students participating in the free
or reduced lunch program is 34.5 percent with three
buildings exceeding 70 percent. The percentage of
minorities in the schools is 2.5 percent black, Asian,
other; 11.3 percent Hispanic origin; and 86 percent
white, not of 1iispanic origin. The distribution gener-
ally in Iowa is 2.8 percent; 1.2 percent; and 90.6
percent respectively.

There are more than 300 certified teachers and 20
( 17.0 full-time equivalent ) are assigned to early child-
hood. An Iowa teaching certificate with an early
childhood endorsement has been required since 1987.
Sixteen trained aides (8.0 irl'E) and an early childhood
coordinator (0.3 ll'E) work with the teachers in the
seven programs. Staff to student ratios range from 1: +
or ft..wer in infant and special education programs and
1:8 in preschools, to 1:20.1 in the kindergartens.

Significant strengths of the public school system
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are (a) the desire for change and (h) a proactive central
administration. The district has its own instructional,
curriculum, and leadership models that unify teachers
and administrators in a common goal to advance
ownership education uniformly throughout the dis-
trict. Teacher empowerment is encouraged. Site-based
decision making is being implemented. Among a wide
range of changes instituted since 1986 are the early
childhood initiatives that include educational support
services for families of infants and toddlers, an infant
care center with teenage parent services at the high
school, preschools, prekindergarten, extended day
kindergartens, and kindergarten tutorial assistants.

Ten years ago kindergarten had become a jun-
ior first grade. We basically were on our Own. I
can't remember an administrator being with us
. . . Having a direct line to central administra-
tion has been very beneficial. We have bad time
to do things "right." Kindergarten teachers in
Muscatine have a strong commitment to early
childhood educt: Hon.

Bonnie Schmelzer, kindergarten te Acher
Muscatine, Iowa

A parent asked his child what he bad learned
in kindergarten today. The child responded,
"Nothing. we just played." After observing his
child and listening to his comments, the feather
replied, "Me day.von stop playing, begin to
u,orry."

Moving a district from highly academic kindergar-
ten and preschool handicap programs to developmen-
tally appropriate early chillhood programs is no small
task, but eleven kindergarten teachers did just that.
Enthusiastically, they persevered and accomplished
what had seemed unattainable. They proved that by
identifying values, gaining administrative support. and
sustaining the impetus, teachers can move districts to
dramatic change.

In the early 1980s, new kindergarten teachers who
entered the Muscatine Community School system
found a group of teachers who were ready to change
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education for the young child. But in each newly
assigned classroom they faced stacks of workbooks
on reading, math, and handwriting. To pass to 1st
grade, a child had to successfully master at least three
levels of reading. There were no blocks, no large
motor equipment, no easels, nor dramatic play areas.
The daily schedule (lid not allow adequate socializa-
tion or learning through play.

The number of frustrated children who fmnd little
success in the rigid, artificial academic environment
was discouraging. On their own time, the concerned
teachers began meeting to support each others' efforts
and share ideas that would make a difference. They
identified areas of concernthe rigid curriculum,
formal teacher-directed classrooms, suppressed crea-
tivity, scholastic competency levels that exceeded
social development, and lack of administrative guid-
ance or support. Gradually, they established group
values that would sustain them through the challenge
ahead.

Persistently, teachers met with central office ad-
ministrators to explain what education in kindergarten
should he. Eventually, one administrator heard their
concerns and gave them the support they needed to
proceed. Acknowledging the teachers as the experts
on early childhood, she met with them for a year to
establish interim procedures to help children with
immedime needs during the change process.

The district took these initial steps to prepare for
change:

Increasing staff devek)pment fcn. kindergarten
teachers;
Inviting community preschool directors to infor-
mational meetings;
Speaking to parents at preschool gatherings; and
Appointing an elementary principal to coordi-
nate teacher efforts.

Staff Development/Teacher
Empowerment

Nationwide, kindergarten, if it existed at all, was
often isolated from the mainstream of education. Left
to their own initiatives and often witm nit ivsources to
establish nurturing environments, teachers were ex-
pected to mold each 5-year-okl into a 1st grader
regardless of the child's level of development. Chil-
dren who did not tit the mold by the end of the ve:ir
were retained. Generally sch()01 philosophic's gave
little consideration to how a young child learns. Play

as the business of childhood had little or no place in
the classroom.

Longitudinal studies have helped to focus a closer
look at early childhood education (Schweinhart, Wei-
kart, and Lamer 1986). The nation began taking a look
at early childhood education. Federal and state initia-
tives have centered on the young child. With larger
bodies of research available to add credibility to what
the teachers already knew, change could be based on
actual knowledge.

Staff development was the best way to impart the
latest early education information to kindergarten
teachers. The assistant superintendent encouraged
attendance at seminars and the state and regional
conferences of the Association for the Education of
Young Children. Six early dismissal date.s were de-
voted to working collegially with the appointed build-
ing administrator ( who later became the Early
Childhood Coordinator).

With teacher empowerment, grade level meetings
clarified unity of purpose that grew into complete
ownership. Reaching a consensus on each issue
strengthened decision making. Research was dis-
cussed, goals were set, and ways to begin mod4ing
the existing program were shared. Teachers shared
relevant conference and seminar training.

One of the most beneficial outcomes of the kin-
dergarten level sessions was the encouragement
among peers to take the risks involved in beginning
to use appropriate practice's. Having common value's,
belief's, and goals does not eliminate the apprehension
that accompanies implementing change; however,
mutual support and encouragement allows individuals
to assume the responsibility of' empowerment.

The Early Childhood Coordinator acted as a facili-
tator in building consensus and proviCed direction
within district guidelines. To establish cr...dibility with
the kindergarten teachers, the coordinator not only to
listen to the teachers, but also studied current litera-
ture, attended conferences, and took intensive classes
in early childhood curriculum.

Planning for Success:
Involving All Actors

Lasting change from within an organization re-
quires time for study, exploration, self-evaluation, and
redirection to ensure that all parties have an opportu-
nity to assimilate and internalize what is happening.
*nderstanding this, the group planned a three- to
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five-year frame to move from goal setting to full
implementation.

To their great satisfaction, the teachers transformed
the kinderganens from junior 1st grades with consum-
able texts, worksheets, and frustrated students in 1986
to child-centered learning environments with unit-
based curriculum and liberated children in 1989. Kin-
dergarten teachers spent summers writing thematic
units for districtwide use and developed a curriculum
guide and reporting system that reflects what happens
in the classroom. To maintain program vitality requires
continuous revision and refining.

Rather than a formal instrument for screening
entering students, they developed alternative methods
of developmental screening, which are less stressful.
Each spring all children who will enter school in the
fall attend a simulation of kindergarten in small groups
at their neighbcrhood attendance center. Teachers
identify individual needs through observation of stu-
dent participants in standardized activities. As a result.
only a kw children require formal assessment. All
children who are 5 by September 15 may enter
kindergarten, but the formal screen provides data to
help teachers and parents decide which programming
will best suit the child's level of development.

During the school year, assessment consists of
observations, checklists, and anecdctal records. Pro-
gress is reported to parents at fall and spring confer-
ences and in written form at the end of each semester.

The work of the kindergarten teachers has become
the springboard for curriculum writing and a model
for teacher empowerment throughout the district.
Administrators and teachers K-12 realize that what is
happening in early childhood directly impacts educa-
tion in Muscatine.

Whose involvement Ensures Success?
Teachers, administrators, the board of educatkm.

parents. community preschools and agencies, the gen-
eral publicall must be informed and encouraged to
provide feedback.

Teachers: The experts closest to the action are the
teachers. They establish the core values for tlw group.
assume the responsihihty of ownership, set goals.
identify appropriate student outccnnes appropriate,
develop a plan of action, implement the plan. and
evaluate and redirect as the plan progresses.

Administrators: Central office support is crucial
to successful implementation. Central administration
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sets and models expectations fm administrators during
the change. Fortunately, Muscatine's superintendent
of schools is the superintendent who originally sup-
ported the teacher-initiated change. District expecta-
tions are that all principals attend inservices related to
developmental education and that the Early Childhood
coordmator provide relevant information regularly at
principals' meetings. The Early Childhood coordinator
also develops materials to assist principals at parent
orientation.

Board Members: To ensure more informed deci-
sions on developmental education, at least one board
member is involved in the change process in order to
educate other menthers. Muscatine is fortunate to have
a former kindergarten teacher as a boi rd member. She
has served on a number of early childhood teams,
including ASCD's Early Childhood Consortium team,
and chaired a subcommittee of the Comnnmity Early
Childhood Committee mandated by the state of Iowa.

Parents: Including parents on work conunittees,
having them help disseminate information, and pro-
vide feedback ensures that the parent perspective is
considered throughout the process.

Other Audiences: Colleagues such as wmmunity
preschool and Head Start directors meet with school
personnel to discuss their role and how they may be
affected by the change. They can ofkr opportunities
for teachers and the coordinator to speak at parent
meetings. and may prove a strong source of support
when they are aware that schools value their work as
profes.. conals.

The Early Childhood coordinator speaks to agen-
cies, associations, and businesses about the impor-
tance of early childhood programs. Their
representatives are also included on appropriate com-
mittees.

The Children: Five-year-olds become the best
ambassadors when the new curriculum is imple-
mented. They enjoy school more, become less disrup-
tive. and learn more willingly. Their parents learn to
appreciate the prc Tram through them.

Steps to Consider: It Starts with You
I. Compare your program to what you know is

best for young children. Remember that ycni
:tre the expert. so be well-read in current
literature.

Find support among c)ther kindergarten and
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primary teachers. Begin networking with
other early childhood educators in and out of
district.

3. Formally and informally discuss appropriate
practices with other teachers. Share ideas and
activities. Encourage teamwork. Remain non-
judgmental, gain trust, and maintain credibil-
ity.

4. Discuss early childhood education with your
principal. fc wmally or infc)rmally. and share
current literature such as the position state-
ment on appropriate practices developed by
the Nati(mal Association for the Education of
Young Children. Invite the principal to view
an age/individual appropriate activity in your
classro( nn. Take time to explain what student
behaviors and outcomes to look for in the
activity.

Lobby to be allowed to implement more
appropriate activities in the classroom.

Show the principal how concrete activities
can replace worksheets and why they are
relevant to the way a child learns.

S. Be sensitive to possible resistance and appre-
hension among staff members. Be patient.
p( )sitive. pn)fessional. Develop your interper-
sonal skills to build a collegial atmosphere for
you and others.

0. Share current literature with central admini-
stration. Eind someone who will listen to you.
Ask to discuss early childhood education with
them. Persist in a professional, infOrmed man-
ner.

7. Volunteer for schcx community committees
that will give you an opportunity to advocate
for the young child.

8. Approach a board member who has a young

9.

child or who shows interest in early education.

Involve parents in any age/individual appro-
priate activity that you do. Explain what out-
comes you expect.

10. During parent meetings, share what is appro-
priate for the developmental stage of their
childrei.. Help them understand how young
children learn. Build on parent strengths to
gain support.

11. Send home regular newsletters that include a
developmental learn;ng activity or a piece of
relevant early childhood information. Become
acquainted with local preschool and Head
Start teachers. Develop a child advocate net-
work with them.

12. Do not become discouraged. Persist. Be con-
fident that you can make a difference.

The Challenges Continue

District challenges that continue are t.o:

Maintain a high level of support among elemen-
tary' and secondary administrators.
Encourage secondary schools to be prepared for
the impact that the change will make on their
delivery system.
Sustain central office and board support.

other primary teachers with understanding
rtthe new kindergaen cursiculum and its bene-

Continue education of all audiences, especially
parents.
Maintain a sense among early childhood teach-
ers that the change is never complete; to keep
the program vital, revision and refinement are
continuous
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Developmentally Appropriate Practice:
Portland Public Schools

Portland, Oregon
Rebecca Severekle

Before joining the ASCD Consortium. the Portland
District engaged in some serious deliberations. Devel-
oping a districtwkle understanding of quality early
childhood educatic in within a diverse, large city school
system would be a I( mg-term. ardous task. To achieve
success, we built two components into our plan:
(1) Develop a districtwide awareness of developmen-
tally appropriate practice in prekindergarten thrx)tigh
grade 2, and (2) Encourage staff reflection at individual
school sites.

The plan. which started as a three-year plan. has
been extended fOr five more years. The deeply held
value of program diversity and the administrative
structure that supports this value made it diffic lt for
staff to perceive developmentally appropriate practice
as a set of guidelines that could fit a wide variety of
early childhood program models. An overview of the
district puts the need for our long-term approach into
perspective.

Demographics

By national standards, Portland's L.. in school
district is medium-sized. However, with 56.000 stu-
dents. prekindergarten-grade 12, it is the largest district
in Oregon and part of the nation's network of big city
schools.

Most of the children in our ('ommunity attend
public schools; the populatk)n is mixed. with ethnic
and language diversity growing. The current minority
population is approximately 28 percent. The district's
ethnic makeup is:

Eun)pean American
African American
lispanic American

Asian American
Native American

Non-English-speaking groups number met. f( n'ty
and represent appn)ximately 15 percent of tile families
served in the district. Although a small pan of the total
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population, minority groups are growing rapidly and
are actively involved in the schools.

The number of children served in the early child-
hood year.s (prekindergarten through 2) is approxi-
mately 15,200, 8.5 percent of the total school
population. Distribution in the early childhood grades
is: prekindergarten, 1,700; kindergarten, 4,450; 1st
grade, 4,550; and 2nd grade, 4,500.

Structure
The Portland District has two major organizational

structures: (1) clusters of elementary and middle
schools that feed into one of eleven high schools, and
(2) central support officescurriculum, research and
evaluation, special education, student services. Lead-
ership from these two strands report directly to the
superintendent. The structure supports 63 elementary
building.s, 19 middle schools, as well as the 11 high
schools.

Curricular Innovations
Curricular innovations may be initiated by central

departments, by cluster offices, or buildings. Portland
has a history of many program options initiated by all
three groups, some alone and some in collaborative
projects. At the early childhood level, multiple options
exist. The wide array of options speaks to how
program diversity has been valued in the district. Some
of the major district prx Tram options for young chil-
dren are:

'Israditional elementary
Eclectic models based on active learning
Problem solving
Ikad Start
Mainstreamed and .self-eontained special educa-
tion
Montessori
Art Magnet
Foreign language immersion in Japanese and
Spanish



High Scope
Reading Recovery
Mixed-age grouping

The program options reflect a consistent move-
ment toward holistic curriculum and understanding of
cultural perspectives. The district has used a hands-
on/manipulative approach o mathematics for several
years. It is also making the transition to an integrated
whole language system in which content areas are
centered around key concepts, and baseline essays on
different geo-cultural groups are used to help staff
infuse multiple histories and perspectives. This cur-
riculum is not yet formally integrated.

Resources
Being the largest district in the state means having

services and needs not common in smaller cities or
rural areas. Some of the services available are district-
funded staff development classes, program evaluation
staff, English-as-a-second-language services, special
education support for mainstreamed children, and
media services, such as extensive audiovisual materi-
als, professional libraries, and computer technology.

These services are paid for primarily out of general
district funds generated from local and state taxes, with
limited federal funds. Most of our K-12 programs are
paid for with general funds; however, prekindergarten
is funded with multiple funding streamsgeneral
funds, Chapter 1, flead Start, and State Prekindergar-
ten and Early Intervention programs. The average
money expended per child to provide this level of
support is:

prekindergarten, $3300 - $4500
(varies lw program)

kindergarten $3200
grades 1 and 2 $5000

Resources are distributed thnmgh central funds
and building funds. Cvntral funds cover general oper-
ating costs such as textbooks, staff development,
libraiy services, and special education. Buildings are
covered by a c()nsolidated budget that is allocated by
the principal to meet building needs. Site-based man-
agement has not yet come to Portland, but stall
leadership does dictate sc)me of the building funds.

Promoting Change
The size, history of promoting diverse program

options, and administrative structure of the Portland
district have made it a fqrmidable place for promoting
a districtwide guiding philosophy in early childhood.
As mentioned earlier, Portland's approach incorpo-
rated two key components: Centralized, long-term
awareness building and a self-study process to pro-
mote understanding and ownership at the building
level.

Centralized Awareness Building
Building awareness of developmentally appropri-

ate practice started long before a formal plan was there
to guide it. We decided to take advantage of the slow,
but steady, process that waF already in place. Staff
development offerings and a movement toward cur-
riculum adoptions that used fewer text materials and
more activity already existed. A formal plan focused
the effort, increased consistency, and encouraged
central curriculum staff to be part of the plan.

Staff Development. The staff de% elopment effort
took many forms: introductory classes, study groups,
district-sponsored conferences, course offerings and
summer institutes coordinated with a local university,
and newsletters with consistent messages about the
early childhood classroom. The planning process
helped to eliminate after-school workshops and to
focus more on classes and study groups. Even isolated
events such as conferences had a similar research-
based nwssage. Examples of some themes we used
were:

Guided play as a teaching strategy;
Anti-bias curriculum approaches for spelling
tests, the role of phonics, and retention;
Developing a whole language classroom:
informal assessment; and
Building c(x)perative behaviors in children.

Central curriculum staff worked hard to send a
consistent message about what young -hildren were
like and how best to teach them. The message also
helped staff see that although the specifics of learning
may change from age 4 to age 8, similar active learning
strategies are needed throughout the early childhood
years.

Adoption Cycle. The state of Oregon works on a
seven-year textbook adoption cycle, with a new con-
tent area each year. Despite the state list or approved
materials, the Portland District has been able to make
its own decisions about adoption materials. The proe
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ess historically has focused on content textbooks.
Given young children's need fm a more integrated

and active approach, we elected to look at nontradi-
tional materials, such as multicultural dolls, that could
be used in more than one content area in addition to
text and trade books. Multicultural dolls "live in house-
keeping corners" and "go shopping in classroom-con-
structed grocery stores." But, the dolls also are for
bathing in water, for eating at tables to teach health,
for telling family stories in social studies, and for
comparing skin tones in art prints from different
cultures.

Another example is the adoption of unit blocks
through grade 2 for use in mapmaking in social
studies; tOr concrete math experiences with fractions,
proportion, and area; and for the creation of story
maps in language arts. Bringing a few materials at a
time into the schools allows us to train teachers to use
materials in an integrative manner.

The second part of the adoption process has been
the writing foundation documents called frameworks.
The frameworks provide a systematic look at major
concepts or themes within a content area, including
social development as it relates to the content. They
serve a dual purpose in Portland: (1) they are the
curriculum and (2) they form the criteria that helps
evalrite the adoption materials used to teach the
concepts in the fratnework

At this point, the curriculum frameworks are still
divided into content areas, but each now overlaps with
other areas, and initial discussion on how to make a
unified framework in grades prekindergarten-through-
2 has begun. This future project is expected to move
grades prekindergarten through two toward a more
integrated appn mch with the outcome of a more
focused and age-appropnate curriculum.

Self-Study Process

Even though centralized leadership is imp( rtant,
the work of translating quality program standards into
the classa )om happens at the building level. Alth,nigh
many Portland teachers have attended staff develop-
nwnt offerings fc)cused on developmentally appropri-
ate practice, they have not always had the opportunity
to reflect on their practices and c()mpare it to a
standard. We thought this was most likely to happen
at the building where they have daib opportunities to
talk to colleagues. To encourage building-level reflec-
tion, we designed a self-study tool patterned from the
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accreditation self-study document developed by the
National Association for the Education of Young Chil-
dren ( NAEYC).

The Tool and Process. The Portland tool added
1st and 2nd grades to the NAEYC document and
adjusted it for the demands of public education. The
tool has detailed standards of excellence in six areas
of a school program:

Interaction between staff and children
Physical environment
Health and safety
Parentic()mmunity involvement
Curriculum and instruction
Assessment

The process takes about a year of twice-monthly
meetings, most commonly staff meetings. However, a
staff can elect to carry out the study on their own time
and receive college credit for study group work. The
four parts of the process are:

The principal agrees to undergo a self-study and
works with the staff to select (a) peer facilita-
tor(s) to expedite the process.
The facilitator(s) conduct re.tular meetings for
the staff to discuss the criteria and related pro-
fessional readings.
Tlw staff rate themselves on how they think they
measure up to the standard under discussion.
Using consensus techniques, the principal and
staff agree on how to include areas rated low in
a building improvement plan.

A Pilot Study. Three schools participated during
the pilot year, and other schools have since stalled the
process. Although each school had a different climate
and set of needs, all made more progress during the
self study than anticipated. Schools seldom waited to
complete the self study prior to initiating some
changes. The changes then spurred them on.

Tlw pilot study showed that the principal's leader-
ship. although subtle, was important. The principals
needed to agree to avoid superseding the special
agenda at the meetings with other agenda items and
not to attend discussions when their presence would
be perceived as a qaff evaluation. When debriefed by
facilitators, principals offered suggestions for meeting
goals, asked for leadership training, and made positive
comments abmt the project (luring larger staff meet-
ings.

The h)tal self-study process pn wed shccessful for
several reasons, most likely in combination_ Progress
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occurred because staff had time to talk to each other
about their practices, building trust and relationships.
They also perceived the principal's direct support.
Many of their current practices were validated as they
found they met high quality standards. The study also
allowed them to agree philosophically with most of
the standards they diO not meet and further motivated
them to alleviate the differences. The self-study proc-
ess allowed legaimate debates of professional differ-
ences and encouraged examination of the origins of
their beliefs. Finally, the process offered the staff an
opportunity to provide meaningful input into building
imprmement plans. As all of these factors worked
together, change occurred, and cohesion was built.

Conclusion
The self-study process promoted a climate of pro-

fessionalism and meshed with other districtwide staff
development efforts to promote developmentally ap-
propriate practice for young children. At the same time
these components did not undermine other efforts to
maintain or promote diversity. To the contrary, the
process provided guidelines on how to best serve
young children.
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Diversity of Early Childhood Book
Portland, Oregon

Betty Campbell

Boise-Eliot is an early childhood education center
with 790 pre-kindergarten to 5th grade students be-
tween the ages of 4 and 12. We are one ot' seven early
childhood education centers in the inner city of Port-
land. We are ethnically diverse and have additional
resources from general funds to achieve voluntary
integration/desegrew tion.

Getting Parents involved
Boise-Eliot encourages and expects each of the

families of its 4-year-old children to come to a confer-
ence at the center to see first-hand where the children
experience learning. We have daytime conferences
and an evening family information meeting. Getting
parents to attend sometimes requires several phone
calls or a home visit but with perseverance we usually
get 100 percent attendance at these parent-teacher
conferences where we often use translators for fami-
lies who speak a language other than English and are
sure to provide wheelchair access. It is of paramount
importance during our first contact with parents that
we listen and respect them. No amount of written
communication can replace this personal contact.

Fields trips are another way we get families in-
volved in our school in a non-threatening way. We
have found it helpful to offer childcare for parents
attending field trips or otherwise spending time in the
school. Over the past ten years we hue been able to
increase childcare from ( days per week
during school hours for Aunteers. Last year
we recorded over 8,800 vo..

Our Child Development . .., list offers day and
ever parenting and anger management classes and

1 lily Night on Mondays, opening our g-ym.
library, ai 1.1 computer lab to our parents and the rest
of the conlmunity.

We have a weekly newsletter called "Lovepats- that
goes holm_ every Friday. Students edit and word
process the newsletter along with a teacher who
receives extended responsibility pay for the task. Most
classrooms also do at least a monthly, one-page
newsletter that describes the particular curriculum for
that month at that level.
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Getting the Community involved
We define community as more than the immediate

families of our children. Our definition includes busi-
ness and other members of the area surrounding our
school. Business partnerships and tours are ways to
bring community members into schools. Our school
currently has partnerships with U.S. West, AVI A , Sixth
Man Foundation, Security Pacific, and 3M. Parents and
members of businesses volunteer as mentor tutors
who spend a minimum of 30 minutes each week
tutoring the same child from grades 1 through 5 and
ideally through the rest of their schooling. We ask
teachers to identify specific skills in reading or math
for the tutorials to focus on.

We introduce people to our school and volunteer
program through our Celebration of Cultures in early
March each year. This event, which attracts between
3,000 and 4,000 people, is a culmination of the cultural
studies curriculum in place in all thirty-two classrooms.
The Celebration last two hours on a Friday evening
and provides participants with a passport to each room
in the school to see children's work related to the
country or concept they are studying. We also hold an
Open House in September and honor grandparents
and special friends.

Getting families and community members involved
is a long, slow process of building respect and trust.
Our early childhood program has been building and
refining such respect and trust for twenty-seven years
under two principals. We have found that the leader-
ship of a visible principal is crucial to our success. The
continuity in leadership and staffing has certainly paid
off in building communication, trust, and respect
between parents, the community, and our school.

Our early childhood education center budget sup-
ports a Community Agent who acts as our volunteer
coordinator and liaison between students' homes and
the schml. The Agent signs parents up to help with
vision and dental screening, regularly makes home
visits related tc. attendance and health, and coordinates
service projects such as holiday food baskets and gift
certificates to families in need. And because many
grandparents are raising their grandchildren, our
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Agent and educational assistants started a monthly guest speakers from human service groups to answer
Grandparents Support group, which provides discus- questions. This has grown from four to sixteen foster
Sims ahout topics such as "how to organize six and grandparents in six months.
children for school in the morning," and brings in

')'t
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Integrating Developmentally Appropriate
Curriculum and Assessment Practices:

Redwood City School District
Redwood, California
Betty Casey, Linda Espinosa

This report discusses the conditions and events that
led one school district in Califorr'a to create an
intensified presch()ol and developmentally appropri-
o.te primary program. It also presents the process used
to create a model early childhood/primary center that
embraced apd practiced the principles of develop-
mentally appropriate practices. Some of the issues wt.
initially addressed were: governance and supervision,
specific curriculum elements, child assessment, obser-
vational techniques, and program evaluation.

Demographics
The Redwood City School District is a mid-sized

preschool through 8th grade district of approxinmtely
8,000 students with a large Hispanic student popula-
tion. The district is located in a suburban area approxi-
mately 25 miles south of San Francisco.

The Program
The Redwood City School came to a crossroads

during the 1985-86 school year. Struggling financially,
the district had to decide whether or not to continue
child devek)pment and preschool pn)grams that had
been heavily subsidized hy the state. The amount of
the state contract was not keeping pace with expenses.
and the programs were threatening to "encroach" on
the district's general fund. Many other districts in
(:alifornia were turning their child devek)pment c(

tracts hack to the State Department of Education and
discontinuing their preschm programs.

In CaliforMa. the state-funded Child De% elopmel it
and State Preschool programs provide full-day chikl
care and half-day preschool programs for children
from low-income families. The programs provide high
quality child care and enriched preschool experiences
for young children who would otherwise he consid-
ered "at risk" in future school efforts. Through( nit
Redwood City. the district provided services for ap-
proximately 300 children whose families met the
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eligibility requirements.
The school hoard and central administration had

to judge the value of the programs to the district as a
whole and whether the additional cost was justified
when other programs were being reduced. Two years
of public hearings, staff meetings, research analysis,
and serious discussions ensued. After reviewing the
district's mission, its long-term goals, and the major
challenges of a changing student population, the
scho'A board and superintendent recommended not
only to continue the programs, but also to intensify
the preschool program and to expand the early child-
hood I,..actices into primary grades.

This de .sion to strengthen the preschool program
and ink its practices into the primary grades was
the of several converging factors. First, the
academic achievement levels and dropout rates of our
minority students were of concern. In addition, more
and more of our students were viewed as disadvan-
taged or "at risk.- To prepare children for succeeding
in a complex information-based future, the basic
scho )01 curriculum needed to change. Finally, in the
education comnmnity at large, (n.ir early childhood
pn)grams were becoming widely known.

Following the recommendations of the superinten-
dent and the school hoard, we created a new posi-
tkmDirector of Primary Educationand began the
Primary Initiative. After a year of fumbling and Use
starts, we developed a mission statement and action
plan. Our plan contained two critical features:

1. 1} goals of the primary initiative were cen-
tral, not peripheral. to the district's larger
mission; th,y were requisite for eveiy stu-
dents' long-term success.

2. An early childhood expert was hired in a
high-status, high profile position to guide and
lead this program.

Our other key decision was to fi hits our rem iurces
and attention initially on creating one nu)del sitethe



Primaty Education Center (PEC). This one facility
would house a child development program that in-
cluded full-day child care for low income families, a
prescheol program, and six kindergarten and 1st grade
classrooms.

By housing all features of this program under one
roof with one Early Childhood Education administra-
tor in charge, we increased the likelihood of achieving
one integrated, comprehensive program that was suc-
cessful.

Initially we knew that we did not want: stand-
ardized testing, workbooks or dittos. isolated skills
instruction, tracking, and reliance on the traditional
scope and sequence provided by the district. Basically,
we wanted to avoid the mind and spirit deadening
practices of a traditional model of eady education.

It was actually more difficult to identify what we
did want: Would we use the textbooks at all? If so,
how? What curriculum standards would we adopt or
develop? How could we demonstrate success? How
would we monitor progress?

At that time, 1987-88, there were no developmen-
tally appropriate curriculum gc.idelines for the primary
grades. Whole language teaching practices were im-
plemented inconsistently in the district, and school-
wide standardized test scores were the only objective
measure of success. Recognizing the trailblazing na-
ture of our task, we set out to develop our own
curriculum standards and assessment procedures.

Curriculum Elements
First, we had to achieve consensus on our values

and beliek After considerable discussion and debate
we agreed to the following philosophical tenets:

children construct knowledge from their past
experiences.
Individual strengths need to be incorporated into
the daily curriculum.
All children have an intrinsic need to learn how
the world works.
Each child's self-concept and disposition to learn
must be nurtured.
Teaching is really about collaborative learning.

once we achieved a common view of our task at
hand, we could then develop our curriculum. It is

important to note that these values and beliefs should
t)e reviewed and revised on a systematic basis.

We recognized early on that although site-based
decision making or collaborative team buikling re-

quires additional time built into the school year, it is
valuable because the staff become experts and advo-
cates of the program. Fortunately, we acquired several
small grants and used our school discretionary funds
to support release time for teachers to plan and for
staff development activities.

During the second year, the K-2 staff spent three
full days deciding on what we felt was important for
children ages 4 to 7. We reviewed the district's cur-
riculum scope and sequence, the state curriculum
frameworks, and the devel onx oi mat age
group to come to our _nil list. This process was
indeed a struggle, but well worth the effort. Once we
agreed on the what the curriculum goals and the
whys the philosophy and valueswe were able to
develop the howan integrated, theme-based curricu-
lum for the PEC. The specific elements that we agreed
on included:

A literature-based early reading program.
A hands-on mathematics program.
"Plan-Do-Review" time for preschool through 1st
grade. This reflected our strong commitment to
giving children choices over their learning dur-
ing some part of the day and valuing their
intrinsic motivation to learn meaningful subject
matter.
A planned environment that included at least
four learning centers in every classroom.
Thematic unit planning that would provide the
organizing framework for all subject matters.
A heavy emphasis on cooperative learning to
promote the critical social skills.
A developmental discipline program that
stressed children's reasoning and a problem-
solving approach to conflict resolution.
A schoolwide emphasis on music and the per-
forming arts as a means of self-expression.

Obviously, to implement this program we made a
strong investment in staff development, teacher sup-
port and coaching, and recognized that change occurs
slowly over time.

The next major challenge was to documert our
effectiveness. We needed to develop system of
monitoring children.s progress and also to report to
parents and the public that the children were learning
successfully. In short, we had to demonstrate account-
abilityhut in a manner that was consistent with our
beliefs and values.
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Assessment Procedures
Once we identified the curriculum elements and

developed an ongoing staff trainingkoaching mentor-
ing system, we were able to focus on assessment. In
our situation, this grew out of the need to be account-
able for what was seen as a new "untried" program.
Having eschewed the use of standardized testing
procedures as inappropriate with young children, we
had no acceptable replacement during the first year.
We needed an assessment procedure that would re-
flect our beliek, but also demonstrate that our students
were making good progress. Additionally, the proce-
dure would have to provide us with baseline data On
which to do longitudinal studies.

We began with a dialogue on articulation among
our K-2 teachers. What were the performance stand-
ards we could all accept as critical for students leaving
our Primary Education Center for grade 2? This was
not an easy process, and participants needed honesty,
integrity, and the ability to compromise. The language
arts area necessitated much more discussion and
compromise than math, but in the end, we had
developed our own school-site curriculum standards
for K-2. Our c; am standards reflected our beliefs
about what w ential kruml.:dge" for these chil-
dren and our bei.e in a collaborative process with all
staff to ensure ownership of the results.

Our primary education staff then reflected on the
current research in early childhood assessment and on
the new directions in assessment from the state. We
knew that we wanted an assessment model that was
more Observational in nature than testing of specific
skills. We wanted one that was integrated with our
curriculum standards rather than based on many dif-
ferent subject continuum, and a system that would use
many methods for collecting data on children as they
were engaged in the ongoing life of the classroom. We
believe that good assessment is an integral part of
curriculum and instruction rather than a separate,
after-the-fact actio.y. The assessment needed there-
fore, especially in these early years, to be formative in
nature, and to rely on teacher judgment and observa-
tion of what children can do, not just what they can't
do. Finally, we wanted our assessment procedure to
shw progress over time not only to the teacher, but
to the child and the parents as well. On a yearly basis
as well as cumulatively after four years, we wanted u)
demonstrate growth in the areas of development we
cl to( )se to emphasize.

We then worked at creating the three elements for
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our systema portfolio, a method of observational
recordkeeping, and a teacher support system.

Portfolios
Our portfolios included many itemswe feel sure

that there are too many. But since we are still refining
the content, we wanted to give the receiving teachers
the broadest range of information possible. We will
meet later with receiving teachers for their evaluation
of the most useful and least useful pieces and make
revisions accordingly. We also believe parts of the
previous year's portfolio can be useful as the child
begins the next grade. He can "reconnect" with their
earlier workperhaps revising an earlier written piece
will give a sense of growth to the child. We also believe
that each year should see a "winnowing out" of some
of the previous year's collection. The alternative would
be a portfolio the size of a suitcase by the 7th grade.

Our portfolio system begins when a child enters
our preschool, as early as three years old. For the first
two years observational notes, work samples, and a
developmental profile are included. As the child pre-
pares to enter kindergarten, the teacher completes the
math and language arts observational checklists. The
math and language arts inventory are then completed
twice a year by the kindergarten and 1st grade teach-
ers. These documents, in checklist format, should not
be completed by the teacher sitting with the child and
"running through" the tasks on the list. More appro-
priately, the teacher uses anecdotal notes and makes
judgments based on observations, with narraiive com-
tuents whenever possible.

Our form entitled "Reading and Literature Study
Inventoty" is essential for our portfolios as we have
moved our reading instruction to literature and away
from basal readers. This is intended to give the receiv-
ing teacher a list of titles used for literature study (in
kindergarten) and those used fbr reading instruction
in grade 1.

In grade 1 portfolios, we also include a "Reading
Profile Card." Divided into four quarters. it contains at
least one title per quarter of a student-selected reading
done individually with the teacher. The teacher also
makes any notes about each reading assessment.
When compiled for the year, this valuable process
demonstrates the child's level of risk-taking with self-
selected booksDoes he always choose familiar
print? Does he attend to the print of the text?

As the plan/do/review component of I ligh Scope
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is a priority in our program, we have included specific
observational items that reflect the social interaction
growth of the child. Based on observation during the
planning, doing, and reviewing process, the teacher
makes notes on this form for the portfolio. During
kindergarten and 1st grade, a few samples of the
child's plan/do/review sheets will be included as
evidence in the growth and detail of the plan.

Each portfolio contains several writing samples. At
kindergarten, an example of any journal writing stu-
dents have done is included. For 1st grade we are also
selecting some pattern writing, some journal entries,
a "published story," a sample of writing done to a
prompt, a book report, etc. We will be evaluating these
during the coming year, with input from the receiving
teacher as to which pieces provided them with the
best information about the students. Then we plan to
eliminate those pieces deemed less useful.

At 1st grade we are also attaching a few student-
generated items in the math inventory: one "number
sentence" written by the student and an example of
work with place value. With these additions we hope
to emphasize the importance we place on the student's
ability to communicate about the math process as well
as compute.

For 1st graders we have piloted audiotapes this
year. At least twice a year students self-selected a book
and read into the tape recorder. This had proven most
useful at conferencesin sharing with parents both
the amount of risk the student is taking with print, and
the strategies he or she is developing.

Observation Issues

In developing this type of ongoing assessment, our
teachers realized the need for better ways to gather
observational data. It is impossible to trust dynamic
interactions to memory, and general ohservatums
often lack the specificity of notes taken "on the spot."

We have worked with several models for notetak-
ing. One was to create a large grid with student names
and use gummed notes (different colors for each
quarter of the year) for on-the-spot observations in
each of the curricular domains. As the notes were
posted on the grid, teachers had a visual reminder of
the students who had not been observed. This could
be kept on the inside of a closet door if student privacy
were an issue. Periodically the grid was cleared and
notes put into rxmfolios. Then at the four reporting
periods of the year, teachers reviewed the. specific

notes while completing the inventories. One teacher
set a schedule. for herself to observemath, language
arts, socialization and so on. Another teacher took
notes on mailing labels that went on a sheet in the
child's portfolio.

We know that this intense observation is an activity
in which teachers need supportperhaps an "extra
pair of eyes" in the classroom occasionally, the free-
dom to try many varied methods, the. time to talk
together to discuss successes and problems. We be-
lieve this is essential because in the past, teachers were
told that observational data aren't as reliable. as test
scores. To become confident with the validity of their
observations and judgments, teachers need a little
"friendly" support.

With this in mind, we. began "assessment round-
tables" meetings for teachers to discuss not only
the whys for portfolio assessment, but the bows. We
used recent articles on assessment to reinforce our

ilosophical stance, and then we spent time discuss-
ing the "nitty-gritty" of our system. Time management
is a critical issue, and we collaborated on success
methods used in our own rooms.

An important point during our discussions was the.
quality of the observational notes we. made. We. are
attempting as a staff to align our observational notes
with specific behaviors or performances that we will
be assessing on later checklists and narrative. summa-
ries. This process must continue. if our teachers are to
become profident in observing, recording, and pass-
ing on important data about student growth. District
resources must be committed to provide teachers with
the. time and support necessary to allow this type of
assessment process to continue to evolve. Without this
process, teachers will feel overwhelmed by these tasks
and may return to other, less authentic forms of
assessment.

Accountability
In addition to assessing our students' progress in a

formative way, we also need to demonstrate the.
overall program effectiveness. To date, the only sum-
mative. standardized measure of our program has
been the results of the California Test of Basic Skills
(CUBS) administered at the end of 2nd grade. Although
we. feel this test overemphasizes isolated skills decon-
textualized from meaningful content and does not
recognize important elements of our curriculum, we
have. been gratified to find our PEC students have done.
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very well on this test. They have achieved as well or
higher on every subtest as their peers in neighboring
schools who received a more traditional primary pro-
gram. In particular, their scores on the mathematical
concepts and application subtests were significantly
higher than their peers.
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Currently, our district is developing more authentic
standardized assessment procedures that are aligned
with our curriculum standards,. These new assessment
tasks will eventually replace the CTBS as a measure
of our program effectiveness.



Sharing the Vision
Building Readiness for Change:

The School District of Waukesha
Waukesha, Wisconsin

Barbara Brzenk, Joanne Trebatoski

The School District of Waukesha joined the ASCD
Early Childhood Consortium in an attempt to answer
the needs f6r change in our K-3 program.

Demographics
Located in southeastern Wisconsin, Waukesha is

the state's sixth largest district. It serves 12,700 students
from seven municipalities. The majority of the students
are from the city of Waukesha, one of the state's fastest
growing communities. The ethnic makeup is predomi-
nantly white (91 percent) with Hispanics (6 percent),
Asians ( 1.5 percent), Native Americans (1 percent),
and blacks (0.6 percent).

The majority of people living in Waukesha are
employed in manufacturing, professional services, and
wholesale/retail trade. Although its proximity to Mil-
waukee allows some people to reside in Waukesha
and work in Milwaukee, Waukesha is not a suburban
community but rather a city with its own identity.

Waukesha prides itself on its fine public school
system as well as its higher education institutions.
Carroll College, the University of Wisconsin-Wauke-
sha, and Waukesha County Technical College are part
of the community. According to the 1980 census, 77
percent of the community have finished high school,
and slightly over 20 percent have graduated from
college.

The Program
This is an exciting and challenging time for educa-

tors, as school districts across the. United States commit
themselves to move toward excellence in program-
ming for young children.

Initiatives for restructuring schools and moving
mward more developmentally appropriate educa-
tional practice's permeate ps)k.ssional literature as
well as periodicals written for the general public.
Educational Leadership. Me Reading Teacher. Phi
Delta Kappan, Me Young Child, "Me Arithmetic.

Macho; and Newsweek have devoted entire issues as
well as individual articles to these initiatives.

How does a school district develop a shared vision
of what is excellence in programming t6r young
children? How do visionary leaders effectively develop
a readiness for change within an entire school district?
These are crucial questions in making changes that
will improve education for young children. We would
like. to share with you some of the strategic's that
worked for us as we began to implement changes in
Waukesha, Wisconsin.

In a recent survey by the Waukesha Area Chamber
of Commerce, residents said that the quality of public
schools was one of the top three positive aspects of
the Waukesha community.

Developing a Vislop
Before our vision could be developed, we realized

that a group of educators or perhaps an individual
educator had to be committed to a strong belief in the
effectiveness and importance of developmentally ap-
propriate educational practices. Once well versed in
the findings of recent research on this subject, they
could lead others to share the same vision. Without
strong district visionaries to spread the dream and
inspire others, change wouki not have occurred.

Roland Barth (1990) suggests that bel'ore embark-
ing on initiating changes in educational practices, one
needs to ask the following questions:

Do I really believe that schools need a complete
overhaul or maybe just an oil change?
Am 1 prepared to accept my contribution to
schools and to restructure my own techniques
and beliefs?
Can we observe our own schools with detach-
ment and insight? lb envision the future, we
have to see the present with new eyes.
Can schools restructure themselves?
What is it about our schools that needs to be
restructured: Assess conditions to determine
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what enriches and what subtracts. Adjust our
attitudes to believe that all practice is tentative
until more appropriate techniques are known.
Then change the unacceptable.
How much am I prepared to risk in the business
of restructuring? Am I willing to risk what is safe
and comfortable for me for what is better edu-
cationally for others?

To implement positive and effective change, we
needed educational leaders at the district level who
were willing to take risks and invest large amounts of
professional time and physical and intellectual energy.
Once these leaders committed themselves to develop-
ing and implementing shared vision for educational
change; the next crucial issue became building a
readiness for change.

Building Readiness for Change
First, we had to assess the district's readiness for

change and then build a stronger rea, liness for change.
Readiness can be defined as the degree to which

people affected by the change are predisposed to
suppon, ignore, or resist it. To determine readiness,
our leaders gathered information on the following
Nctors:

Level of dissatisfaction with the present situation;
Number of teachers who thought change was
attractive;
Staff willingness to change behaviors;
Degree of stability of the staff/rate or staff turn-
over;
Degree of support from key decision makers/ad-
ministrators;
District resources available to support the
change;
Outside resources available to support the
change; and
Staff willingness to participate in training.

After assessing the level of readiness using obser-
vation te c. hniques; telephone and written needs-as-
sessment surveys of teachers, parents, and
administrators; infornud information gathering at small
group meetings; climate surveys and other techniques,
we needed to determine how to I uild a strong readi-
ness for change.

Because the level of dissatistat tion with the present
situation was low in our district, the visionaries needed
to use awareness activities that would point out the
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flaws in our current system. To do this, we:

Disseminated articles from various professional
periodicals;
Disseminated self-tests to staff, such as the "How
Developmentally Appropriate Your Kinder-
garten Test?" ;
Showed videos by recognized national experts
speaking about excellence in educational pro-
gramming at staff meetings followed by discus-
sion of implications for our district;
Sent teachers and administrators to visit class-
rooms with model programs and have them
share their observations at staff meetings.

We also held release time staff development meet-
ings in which staff members worked in small groups
to brainstorm children's developmental levels at vari-
ous ages. Each group brainstormed a developmen-
tally-appropriate educational program for each age.
Similarities would inevitably appear when they shared
results with the whole group. This activity really gets
the thought processes going. Be prepared to handle
defensive arguments about why the present programs
are not developmentally appropriate.

Please note: It is important to include teachers,
administrators, and even school board members in
these activities.

After creating questions about oui current pro-
gram, we found it helpful to bring in an outside
consultant to speak on developmentally appropriate
education. This "expert" added credibility to the mes-
sage our district visionaries had begun to share.

The next step was to assess who was willing to take
a riskwhich teachers were willing to change behav-
ior? Which key decision makers/ administrators sup-
ported the change? It is crucial that key decision
makers suppou the change.

Now we could begin creating a shared vision while
continuing to build readiness for change. We formed
a committee of teachers, administrators, and parents
willing to take a risk at change. People with a variety
of talents are needed to successfully implement
change. The committee needed to:

Become district "experts- on developmentally
appropriate education and the change imple-
mentation theory;
Develop a draft of a philosophy, mission state-
ment. and goals to guide the change process.
using input from all staff members affected by
these documents;



Develop long range plans that include the re-
sources needed to facilitate the plans;
Network with districts that are initiating similar
changes;

In addition, you need to wcure long range budget
allocations for the necessary classroom materials and
staff development. In our distrkt as we elirninated
workbooks in kindergarten and 1st grade, we asked
that the same amount of money previously spent on
workbooks be allocated to each classroom for the
purchase of math manipulative and Big Books, litera-
ture, writing materials, and other items.

Also, plan and implement exwnsizt, staff develop-
ment activitie.s that will spread the dream. In our
district these included workshops on hands on/ma-
nipulative math, problem-solving alternatives to the
use of workbooks to teach reading, whole language
methods, emergent reading/writing processes, obser-
vation and other informal assessment teclmiques,
portfolio assessment, chtla choice/decision making,
and learning centers

Provide inservice to a cadre of administrators and
teachers about change implementation theory and
techniques including understanding the stages of
change and different acceptance levels of change, for
example, early adapters vs. late adapters. Under-
standing the change process was crucial as we devel-
oped a shared vision and began implementing change.

Once we successfully shared the vision and had
built a readiness for change, the enew and momen-
tum ()f the change process sotnetimes pushed the
leaders to move faster than they had planned. It was
indeed an exciting and challenging time for educators
as we committed ourselves to move towards more
developmentally appropriate educaticmal practices
and excellence. in pnigramming for young children.

Description of Programs

In Waukesha we offer these pre- Ist-grade pro-
grams:

The Kindergarten Readines.s Program and Bilin-
gual Prescliool Program, serving -1-year-ok1 -at
risk- children in half-day programs. These chil-
dren have been screened and show slight elelays
in language, fine or gross motor skills, cognitive-
verbal Or personal social skills.
I Ialf-day kindergarten plograms for all children
who are S by September I.

Chapter 1 support for eligible kindergarten chil-
dren. This support is usually given through a
team teaching approach.
Early Childhood Excepti,.mal Education Pro-
grams for children, ages 3 to 6, who are diag-
nosed as phvqically handicapped, visually
impaired, hea impaired, emotionally dis-
turbed, mentally retarded, learning disabled, or
speech and language delayed. These are half-
day programs until a child reaches the level
where he is integrated into kindergarten. Then
it becomes a full-day program with kindergarten
in the morning and additional exceptional edu-
cation support in the afternoon from the early
childhood teachers
Before- and after-school programs, often re-
ferred to as "Latch Key Programs," provided in
the Waukesha community by the Salvation Army
and the YWCA. The school district cooperates to
assist families with the need to receive these
services. Other day care centers within the mn-
munity also offer before- and after-school care
for a wide age range of children. Transportation
is provided by these agencies.

All of the pre-lst-grade programs in the district
share a common philosophy and goals. While recog-
nizing the individual uniqueness of each child, the
staff believes that all pre-lst-grade children are more
alike than they are different. They all need active
learning experiences: opportunities for play, explora-
tion, experimentation; and concrete experiences that
involve sensory/motor learning. They need the chance
to be a part of a language-rich environment filled with
opportunities to think, speak, and listen; to he sur-
rounded with and explore print; to listen to good
literature and other forms of' written language. They
need to participate in emergent writing activities, to
make choices, to solve problems, to be responsible,
and to develop self-esteem. They need the opportu-
nit v to interact with peers and adults and to build social
competencies that will allow them to lead satisfying.
productive lives.

Therefore, all of our pre- lst-grade programs use a
developmentally appropriate integrated curriculum.
organized around thematic units; a whole language
approach to emergent reading and writing; "a manipu-
lative:hands-on approach to math and science-; and
an emphasis on devel( Ting thinking, problem-solv-
ing, and dedsion-making skills.
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Looking Ahead Looking Back
When Waukesha joined the ASCD Early Childhood

Consortium, our pre-Ist-grade programs were highly
structured and teacher directed with few child-choice
activities except at playtime. We used workbooks in
math and reading and a traditkmal basal reading
program. The teachers were almost totally skill/prod-
uct-oriented in their approach.

The twenty-six kindergarten classrooms did not
consistently receive the basic equipment they needed
to implement a developmentally appn)priate pn)gram.
Their environment was table/chair and paper/pencil-
oriented and not print- or material-rich.

After three years our pre-lst-grade programs have
child-choice activities as an integral part of their day.
No workbooks and few worksheets are used. An
emergent literacy/whole language approach is used in
reading, with flexible grouping encouraged. Teachers
are balanced in both process and skill orientation. All
of the kindergartens are equipped with the basic
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developmentally appropriate equipment. Money for-
merly spent on workbooks is being spent on hands-on
math/science materials and literature-based read-
ing/writing materials. Our kindergarten environment
is print and materials rich.

Also, developmentally appropriate educational
practices are beginning to spread to 1st and 2nd grade.
A committee of teachers, principal, and curriculum
chairpersons was formed in September 1990 to study
developmentally appropriate programs. It has written
a district philosophy and goals and has started staff
development meetings to devekT a readiness for
change. The committee is working on a three-year
plan for implementation.

We in Waukesha have become active participants
in the ASCD Early Childhood Consortium plan for
change. We urge others to study the differences as
reported here and in other reports. We feel ours has
been a constructive changea change truly for the
better.



Linking Assessment to Accountability/Linking
Curriculum to Appropriate Assessment:

South Brunswick School District
South Brunswick, New jersey

Cheryl Polakowskl, Willa Spicer, Judy Zimmerman

South Brunswick began to develop an early child-
hood program in 1983 when the board of education
asked the administration to report on the controversy
over whether kindergarten should be more academic
Or social. What we discovered was that there was a
good deal of new knowledge in this field and that we
did not know much. So teachers and administrators
alike began to study, forming committees on how

children learn and, later, on program elements and
organizational issues. After seven years of study, pro-
gram revision and reflection, we believed that we had
built an exemplary program. In addition to receiving
national media recognition, we were selected for the
ASCD consortium. Our mission statement clearly sum-
marized our purposes:

The South Brunswick early childhood program
is a joint venture of staff and parents. Its aim is

to ensure that children between the ages of
and 7 experience:

NO FAIIING!

NO BOREDOM!

NO FEAR OF MISTAKES!

Most parents supported our efforts. Teachers were
being trained in an established laboratory school held
each summer, and children clearly enjoyed being in
early childhood classrooms.

What we did not understand was that change
would be constant. As long as the program was
grounded in a sulnig. theoretical framewmk. the need
or desire to change would emerge. We had to remem-
ber the lessons we had learned about change: ensure
a long time line, connect the change or changes to
curriculum and stall development, and make sure the

change is managed by those intimately involved in it.

Demographics
South Brunswick is a rapidly growing comnumity

of 42 square miles that span either side of the Route

1 corrid, w between Philadelphia and New York City.
The community is diverse, consisting of farms, mobile
homvs, and new developments of $400,000 homes.
The children who attend South Brunswick Schools
come from families representing over forty-five native
languages. They are the children of high level scien-

t as, technicians, truck drivers, factory workers, and
corporate executives. The minority makeup is 10
percent African American and 18 percent Asian Ameri-

can.
The 4,000 children attend one of seven elementary

schools, all K-6, or the 7-8 middle school, or the 9-12
high school. The per pupil expenditure for the 1990-91

school year was $6,200.

Assessment: Portfolios
The First Step

"I think this child should he seen hy the child
Study Team," said the wacher.for the third time
during the meeting. "She's in 1st grade and she
can't even retell a story she has just beard. She
doesn't know her letters or sound."

"But I thought we had a developmentally appro-
priate early childhmkiprogram: children are to
have time to grow and learn." Me school prin-
cipal bad been through this conversation often
in the past. "Is the child making pmgress?" she

asked.
hal'eni seen any," replied the teaciler, "and I

have bad the child prfour months."

This conversation, repeated in school after school,
was the impetus for the first change in our pn)gram
related to individual student assessment. It would have
been easy to ignore the issue. Argument among
teachers, administrators, and chikl study team mem-
bers about what constitutes a problem and warrants
elaborate testing had been going on for years. Now

however, the early childlumd people-teachers, admin-
istrators, and specialistswere ready to look at our
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inability to describe our youngsters and ascertain their
pn)gress in a careful, thoughtful way.

First, we fleshed out the dimensions of the problem
as we understood them at that time. We acknowledged
that standardized tests used for five to eight year okis
did not measure what we were teaching and did not
give an accurate description of what our children
could actually accomplish. It was apparent that the
question of growth was not linear and undimensional
and that growth fm a young child did not correspond
with scores on a standardized acheivement test. For
years we had tried to deal with standardized tests by
searching for those that were appropriate; now, we
finally acknowledged that none were appropriate.

We reaffirmed our goals, reminding ourselves that
each child enters our schools with unique charac-
teristics and proceeds through the stages of develop-
ment at an individual rate. We reaffirmed our direction.
reminding ourselves that we wanted a program in
which children could grow differentially and find
success.

Second, we set forth a plan that included the
elements required for change. We set aside time for
teachers and administrators, especially those on the
early childhood committee, to read about assessment
and examine the issues related to collecting children's
work and recording information. We invited a re-
searcher from Educational Testing Service (ETS) to join
our study group on assessment, and we encouraged
people on staff to attend workshops ;:nd seminars on
this topic. We built in time for field tests, for reflectkm
sessions, for school level conversations, and for train-
ing.

While we researched and studied appropriate ways
to assess young children, we were careful to commu-
nicate with the staff that their experience would be
the bedn)ck of any assessment methods we evenwally
used. With this agreement. teachers :n all kindergar-
tens agreed to tty out the first portfolioa red, accor-
dion-pleated, open envelope containing a file folder
for each early clnldhooe. grade.

The teachers received a variety of observation
checklists--oral language, reading, writing, and prob-
lem solving----to put into each child's portfolio. They
also received directions on taking a reading sampl,..
and for cc illecting writing samples. The portfiilio con-
tained the first draft Of a word construction test.

However. the portfolio's most important f,..antre
was that it pnwided an (wganization scheme that
allowed a teacher to create a record that could follow
a child fOr the three years he would spend in our early
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childhocki program. Actually, that was the only feature
of the first portfolio that remained intact from the first
year.

The Second Step

"This is just too much work," a teacher reported
to the portjblio review committee gathered
around the meeting table. "The onlypart (Otte
porthlio I like is the Word test."

"Me too," interrupted another teacher She
turned to the first teacher who had not been on
the committee tbe past ,rear "You know we called
that word construction test W4W4 so nobody
would refer to it as a spelling test. I thin.'s it
uvrked."

"Yeah," added another participant. "but it
doesn't make up At- filling out all thme check
lists fiw kids who are growing just fine. I don't
need all this junk. Except fiw the WAWA and the
(.bncepts About Print test, I haven't looked at
most qf the portfolios ,rear long." With that
she reached into a bright red portfolio and
pulled out a pile (fpapers. "Mis kid isn't bavitig
any pmblems, so what do I need all this paper
fbr?"

To review the use of the portfoliosin kindergarten
and revise them for the following year, we reflected
on the problems of the first year. It took the teachers
some time to understand their own experiences and
to agree on the overlapping elements in that experi-
ence. Finally, it became clear that the teachers valued
some of the data they had collected but believed that
they were collecting a good deal of unnecessary
information.

Again, we went back into our theory for direction,
reminding ourselves of the great variability in the
functioning of kindergarten children. We retold our
own story, pointing out that the original proolem had
to do with differentiation among children. Teai hers

)inted out that the portfolio, while it helped us
describe the functioning of the children, was not
differentiated at all ar merely reinforced the concept
th;.* we treated all children at one grade level in the
same way.

When we looked to other assessment efforts for
help, we noticed the learning records from Great
Britain. We learned that teachers in Great Britain
colk.cted basic data on all children but were encour-



aged to make decisions about how much information
was needed for any one child. Their assessment
records contained optional forms that teachers could
add to the record when they felt more information
might he needed.

That concept broke through the problem of too
much efThrt fir too little return. We realized two
important things: ( ) that we need not collect the same
information on every child and (2) that teachers
carried a vast amount of information about children
in their heads and should be trusted to consider what
information might be needed.

We decided that some things should be constant:
an interview of the child and the parent every year,
and a fall and spring self portrait. The reading and
writing samples remained and the infamous WAWA
( Word construction test) was revised and retained. All
the checklists became optional. They were to he tv,ed
only if the teacher saw from the other assessment
instruments that a child was having difficulty.

Hut how could we prevent a well-meaning teacher
from overlooking a child and failing to collect infor-
mation that might be needed in future years? in
anticipation of that possibility, the assessment commit-

tee decided that teachers would review their knowl-
edge of every child at least twice a year and record
the conclusions on the class record sheet. The tea( hers

asked themselves five questions about each child's
behavior. Did the child choose to read? Write wilangly?

Retell a story? Listen attentively and speak up in both
large and small groups? If so, no further information
was needed. If however, the child did not regularly
display these critical behaviors or the teacher could
not remember seeing them, then checklists must be
placed in the portfOlio to help explain the lack of
desired behavior.

A new t.,ble of contents and new directions for the
redesigned portfolio was distributed to all 1st grade
teachers who replaced the kindergarten table of con-

tents with the new one. Portfolios were opened for
the entering kindergartners. and all the forms (I oth
required and optional ) were filed in a special teachers'
-Assessment Kit: solving an organization problem that
had also ctnne frtnn the summer review.

The onitents of the second portfolio survived the
.t..ar's experience with both kindergarten and 1st

grade teachers. although iten s were added du..ng the
following summer. ietore the year was over, problems

arose fr( im tither st)urces that led to further changes
in the assessment process.

The Third Step

that's interesting," said the president of the
board of education foltouPing a presentation qf
changes in the early childhood program, "hut

how do you know if all this work makes etty

difference?"

'Do our children perfon i any differently on
standardized tests?" asked wither board mem-
ber.

"We don't think the standardized tests properly
measure our program" ansa . 'red the director cf

instruction.

"You are going to leave the question of whether

a child is learning properly solely to teacher
opinion?" The board member was vis:bly upset.

-Surely one teacher will judge differently from
the next. What can parents count on? As a
matter offact, how do we know if the children
are learning or .you folks are just fboling your-
selves?"

We had come full circle. The teachers were satisfied

that they were collecting important information in the
portfolios and they were sharing with parents, with

child study teams, with each other, and with adminis-
trators. Everyone agreed that the portfolio contents
helped interested parties describe the child and build

an understanding of his or her behaviors. What we
could not do was assure ourselves or other decision
makers that our data had any validity or reliability
outside a given teacher's classroom. In addition, we
could not use the volumes we had on every child to

help us assess the program itself because we could
not aggregate the data in any meaningful way.

We talked of the portfolios as theory-referenced
data. Just as norm-referenced tests yielded information
about the norm group and criterion-referenced tests
yielded infOrmation about criteria used to build the
specifications. the portfolios yielded information
about the child in relation to our operating theories of
early childhood education. The portfolios were devel-

oped to monitor a child, and they were ivied to do just
that, allowing the teacher to illustrate progress using

real samples of the child's work, tests, and retests on
measures of literacy and observation forms if needed.

We had offset the limitations of standardized
teststhe p(mfolio was abstAutely correlated to what
was going on in South lininswick's early childhood
classrooms. At the time, however, we had lost the
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values of the commercial tests: (1) the confidence that
comes from knowing that the tests are beyond the
teacher's or the district's biases and (2) the ease of
using numbers that can be easily aggregated to de-
scribe groups and subgroups.

This new problem gradually gained conscious
expression during the fall of the portfolio's seamd
year. By then we had gained some sophistication in
assessment, so that when we approached the problem
with the Educational Testing Service (FTS), we felt
confident that we could find a solution. We soon found
an approach that interested both teachers and re-
searchers. Why not create a numerical scale that
reflects the portfolio and the theory that is embodied
in it? If we could do that, we might be able to increase
the standardization of the data and improve our ability
to describe groups and subgroups within the student
population.

Thus, a group of teachers and researchers exam-
ined the portfolios of six 1st grade youngsters. Using
a holistic scoring process that allowed compaHsons of
the portfolios, we began to identify the elements that
characterized the work of children at several levels of
lite iacy.

Gradually, comparing our findings with scales
found in the literature, we drafted a six-point scale
based on the data before us. Despite the fact that the
portfolio had data about attitudes, behavior, and read-
ing comprehension, we limited our scale to the ability
of" children to make sense from print. We worried over
every word, going through three drafts, before taking
it out of committee. Finally we were ready to see if
the scale could help us standardize our responses.

The method of standardization included three
steps. First, teachers from two schools were brought
together and trained to use the scales by scoring four
or five sample portfolios from 1st graders. Disagree-
ments were discussed. Teachers were taught to con-
centrate on the data from the portfolio and to avoid
r:..iding into the data. Second, teachers were asked to
place three or k fir of their own students on the scale.
using the portfolios they had bnmght to the meeting.
Third, the portk)lios from teachers at one school were
ex:hanged with the portfolios fmin teachers at another
school. The teachers were asked to place children they
did ru know on the scale, using just the infinmation
available fn nn the portfolios.

he scores were compared. and to our great sur-
prise and joy we disw% ered tlut if everything was
included in the portfitho, there was agreement be-

SO

tween the child's own teacher and the teacher from
another building on every child. Our confidence in
the portfolios as a measure of assessing student pro-
gress increased.

Also, the scale.s permitted us to talk about the
progress of groups and to show where our children
started each year and where they ended. At the end
of the 1991 school year, every kindergarten and 1st
grade child was placed on the scale. At the end of next
year, we will be able to lk about their progress as a
group and a series of subgroups.

The Fourth Step
glow can ,you use a single number to describe
a whole child," asked the teacher. "These scales
donl say enough about the kids."

"Right! This is just going back to the numbers."

"Wait a minute," said the administrator" you
can't have it both ways. You can't rant against
standardization and evidence without losing
the trust of the public. Try to tell people there is
no way to talk about groups of kids."

"Well," u'as the reply, "at least let us upgrade the
portfolio so that it rifiects real literacy. We
hatvn I done nearly enough with comprehen-
sion. 7here:c more to this reading and writing
stuff than making words from print."

lb this day, we have searched for solutions to the
paradox. The child is whole. When we describe her,
when we talk about her needs, when we discuss our
clas.srooms and our schools, we are forced to use at
least .some analytic procedures. We are forever break-
ing behaviors, understandings, attitudes, dispositions,
and even learning into smaller parts.

Despite the fact that we no longer depend on long
checklists, skill arrays, or even standardized tests, we
will build whole/part relationships. Even though our
objectives are no kmger trivial, they are not whole
dther. We will forever he criticized by those who
believe we do not gather the type data about children
that permits good judgmentN about them or the pro-
gram and by those who believe that collection of any
numerical data is a disservice to the nature of children
and their uniqueness.

Faced with tile paradox, South Bninswick teachers
decided that the solution rested with collecting more
data rather than eliminating what already existed. Most
of the teachers were committed by now to data. Few
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argued that the portfolios were too much work, or that

they were useless. Now the argument was that they

were incomplete and inadequate to the task of describ-

ing the complexity of the children.
The solution, reasoned the committee that re-

viewed the second portfolio, was to add an extensive

piece on story retelling. That would ensure a descrip-

tion of comprehension and augment the information

so stubbornly stated as a single scale score.
Decision making was much easier at this reflective

session. Teachers suggested how to collect data about
stories read to the child and stories the child read
himself or herself. Issues of oral and written retelling

were quickly resolved, and at the end of two mornings

of discussion, only the problem of responses to non-
fiction books remained.

in record time, teachers reviewed the forms for
interview of the child and the parent, decided that
neither achieved its purpose, and revised the fOrms.
The teachers confidence was amazing. Not one person

asked the director of curriculum what she wanted. It
is what -We" want or at least what "you" collectively
want that was of significance in this discussion.

The South Brunswick early child teachers were
assessors. The data belonged to them and they knew
they felt in control.

The Effect of the Portfolio
-1 don't undmtand this program,- said one
parent to the prirmpal as she shook her bead,
bewildered. "All the children seem to do is play.

This looks nothing like when I went to school.

Why don't the children bring home uvrk sheets

so I know what they bait, done during the day?"

This was not an unusual comment. but one that
was heard every year as our early childhood program
developed. Parents seemed to want to understand the
program by having some concrete evidence of what

was happening and how their child was doing. As
much as v .e invited them in to volunteer or to observe,

and as many workshops that we offered them, they
still felt a need to understand better what their child

was doing.
The portfolios helped us with this. On the school

level the portfolios helped us to descrilw a child'.s
progress over time in specific terms and gave us
concrete examples from a child's work. The effect was
that the school dialog changed. For example, we were

now able to analyze a young child's spelling by talking

wttor,".

about the specific developmental level, assigning a
label to it and describing the characteristics of each of

the levels. We could say, "Henry is a transitional
speller. He is thinking about how the words appear
visually. He is approaching the standard conventions

of' spelling, because he remembers to put vowels in
each syllable and even uses consonant sounde. fre-

quently."
Not only were we better at talking to parents about

specific behaviors, but we were better at talking with
each other, Conversations in the teachers' room and

at School Assistance Team meetings became were
more descriptive and more objective. We had a better

fix on what a child was able to do and could more
easily fOcus oi additional strategies or materials and

really begin to vary the instruction and build from
strengths. As a result, we have fewer children being
referred to special services. We are picking up and
focusg on specific needs much earlier, due to a more

careful individualized assessmer Compared to four

years ago, we are less likely to retain a child, more
likely to try special strategies and different resources
and more likely to understand one another in the
process.

This Septenther we will give the board of education

the first description of the kindergarten and 1st grader

in terms that teachers understand and approve. We
will then end standardized testing at these grade levels,
confident that we can show and meure progress
using instruments that are resistant to teacher bias and

suojectivity.

Contents of 12 Portfolios
Self-portraits that are drawn by the children at
both the beginning and end of the school year.
An interview, conducted in September, that asks
each child about his favorite pastimes and read-

ing activities at home.
A questionnaire sent home to the parents at the
beginning of the school year that solicits their
input and helps build a working relationship
between parent and teacher.
A test of the child's understanding of the con-
ventions of books and print, that is administered

at both the beginning and end of kindergarten.
The word awareness writing activity, adminis-

tered at the end of kindergarten and at the
beginning and end of 1st grade.
:nedited samples of the child's free writing, that

may include translations by the teacher if in-
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vented spelling or sketchy syntax make them
difficult to read.
A remodeling sairple, collected three times a
year, that allows teachers to estimate the strate-
gies each individual child is using to deal with
print. Two techniques are used: a running record
for emergent readers and a miscue analysis for
independent readers.
A record of the child's ability to retell a story,
recorded three times over the course of their
school year.
A class record that profiles the accumulated
knowledge about the class on a one-page matrix.

Looking Back and Looking Ahead
In looking back we have learned a great deal and

are proud of our accomplishments. The changes we
have made are positive ones. We developed a way of
assessing children, which eliminated the use of stand-
ardized tests in early childhood. We also formed group
of knowledgeable educators, well versed in the assess-
ment theory and terminology, who truly understand
what it means to assess a child's progress and can put
it into operation. Throughout the process of develop-
ing our new assessment, we reaffirmed our program
goals and our understanding of the developmental
stages of 5 to 8 year olds.

Our teachers became researchers themselves and
moved away from the "how it affects me and my
classroom" view to the larger issue of what is best for
the district and the program. We learned that as
teachers become researchers and developers, they
learn the theory and can articulate it better than if they
read it or are told about it.

Perhaps what is most significant about what we
learned was the fact that whereas we did not have to
collect exactly the same information on every child,
we did have to standardize that which was the same.
Although the port fi dat enabled us to accurately
describe individuals well, we learned that there were
ways that we could accurately describe groups and
that we could eliminate individual bias or subjectivity.
Our numerical scales all( )wed us to talk about the
pr,)gress of groups and to share the information with
decision makers and parents. We were able to talk
abc nit progress as a group and as a sub group.

We learned how critical yearly training is to con-
tinue the accurate use of portfolios. We can never
assume that portfolio use and understanding will

continue on without such training. The training each
year is important for senior staff as Nell as new
teachers. Reminders about the theory and practical
applications of the portfolios, how to use them and
their value, and specific ways to administer different
aspects of the portfo.io tools are part of the training.
However, of greate....,ignificance, is the yearly training
for standardization. We now train for standardization
each January and bring all early childhood teachers
and their administrators together to complete this task.
Since we hire substitutes for this period, as budget
constraints for substitute money become greater, we
will begin to do more training and hope this model
will be just as effective.

Now because of the portfolios, we are less likely
to retain a children or to refer them to special services.
Those ases that are now referred to special services
are done so after much work with the child and
parents and much data collection. The children who
are referred ai. most likely to be clinically reading
disabled rather than those having simple learning
difficulties. We can he more selective and careful
before we refer a child for a possible evaluation.

We have once again learned that change in South
Bninswick is an interesting phenomenon. It has al-
ways been grounded in a strong, theoretical frame-
work that says that change comes out of a common
realization that there is a need or desire to change and
that change only works when those who dll be
affected are intimately and deeply involved in it over
time. We have once again acknowledged that time
indeed is a critical variable in the change process.

We know that change takes time and consequently.
we have always chosen long timelines for implement-
ing change. As we moved forward in this change
process, we continued to acknowledge the need to
connect the change or changes to curriculum and staff
development. In looking back, we realized once again
that c(mtmunication is the key, and that keeping all
informed along the way as to the pn Tress of the
assessment work enabled us to progress so well. We
used long timelines with teacher play and revision a
critical strategy within that time period.

calling on available experts in our immediate area
gave us the incentive and credibility as well as the
knowledge to progress forward, even when we might
have faced difficulty coming up with a solution to a
problem is we were left on our own. With the support
of the building administrators, we were able to play
and experiment. Several administrators were involved
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in the study group over the years; yet all were in-
fornwd, given the knowledge, and were trained.

Because of our experience with developing an
assessment portfolio in reading, we are now ready to
begin to develop math portfolios using the same
approach. We chose to wait to develop our math
portfolios because our math curriculum has just been
evaluated and revised to conform to National Council
for Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) standards and is
midway through its first year of implementation. This
summer we plan to begin the math portfolio develop-
ment; the staff will have been through the first year of
tlw new program.

When we began working on portfolio assessment
in 1989, we never realized how powerful that work
would be in raising expectations, increasing differen-
tiation of instruction, increasing understanding of the
developmental stages of the young child, and in
enhancing the abilities of the teacher. Certainly, we
have learned that assessment can be a powerful tool
for change at all levels of instruction. It forces the
educational institution to question all that it once
valued and to articulate those values very clearly.

Our experience in adapting the ASCD consortium
plan as adapted to the South Brunswick system has
been extremely positive. We have gained renewed and
enhanced confidence in our teaching and in ourselves.
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Strategies to Promote Change
in Early Childhood Education:

Washington Elementary School District
Phoenix, Arizona

Nedda Shuns.

In the fall of 1988, the Washington Elementary
School District recognized a need to examine its
educational program (K-3) and to adapt the ASCD
Early Childhood Consortium philosophy to meet the
particular needs of our school setting.

Demographics
Washington Elementary School District, a large

urban school district serving a community of more
than 200,000, is the largest elementary school district
in Arizona. Twenty-seven elementary schools and five
junior high schools provide services for 22,900 stu-
dents. The diversity of the needs of the students is
reflected in the socioeconomic conditions as well as
in the ethnic composition of the student enrollment.
The students range from backgrounds of low socio-
economic status to upper middle class status. Alt lu)ugh
80 percent of the student population has been identi-
fied as white, there are increasing numbers of black.
lispanic, and Asian students who represent a variety

of language-minority groups.

The Program
The earl., childhoc id education program in the

Washington Elementary School District fc icused on
lour comp( ments: Assessment, parent involvement,
staff devek)pment. and school based intervention.

The foundaticm of our district's early childhood
)gram is a diverse menu designed to provide serv-

ices to meet the spectrum of needs presented by the
y(mng children to whom this large. urban district is
committed. In phik isophy and practice. the Washing-
ton Elementary School District supports the develop-
mental notion that each child is unique and possesses
an individual growth timetable. The curriculum is
designed to provide meaningful opportunities for
emotional. social, and physical cognitive grciwth sup-
ported by current research findings (See Figure 2). The
developmentally apprcipriate content of the curncu-
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lum focuses on the strategies as well as the skills that
create the learning environment neces...try to contrib-
ute to whom and what each child will become (See
Figure 3).

To ensure a successful early childhood experience
for preschool through grade 3 students, we provide
them with opportunities to grow, learn, and develop.
Teachers acquire the necessary skills and strategies
through a staff development program based on dis-
covery, experience, and manipulation of materials.
(See Figure 3).

Since the K-3 program was originally conceived as
a districtwide program, the move to (lecentralize was
more difficult due to our size and the diversity of
cultures. Oprx)rtunities for growth and development
for staff are vitally important to the change process.
We express these opportunities for change as the five
Cs: Change, Catalyst, Cadre, Commitment, and Com-
munity.

Change

The need to shift paradigms, from a remedial-based
approach in early childhood services to a forward-
thinking prevention and intervention-based design
became the focus for change. I listorical precedence
could no longer be relied on; rather. teachers needed
effective methods to deal with problems of changing
demographics and declining performance levels of
incoming students. This provided the incentive to
cliange.

Catalyst

Defined as "something that speeds un reactions."
the catalyst helped delineate the role of the adminis-
trator fOr early childhood education. Promoting
change through collaborating with committees, assist-
ing in creating a sh tred vision, and ident4ing change
agents clarified the task at hand. The design for change
included studying research, debating issues, revising
curriculum. meeting in interest groups, and working
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FIGURE 2

Accountability:
For the entire

well being of the child
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FIGURE 3

WASHINGTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
Academic Services

INDICATORS FOR EFFECTIVE K-3 PROGRAMS

Teacher Behaviors

- Uses appropriate curriculum and instruction to provide for the child's physical, emotional, social and cognitive
development.

- Utilizes an integrated approach whenever possible.
Provides goal and plans based on regular assessment of individual needs, strengths and interests.

Emphasizes learning as a process, with interaction of people and materials.

- Increases difficulty, complexity and challenge of activities as students are involved and master understanding
and skills.

- Develops self esteem by expressing respect, acceptance, and encouragement for students.

Appliei motor skills to develop gross and fine motor coordination, sp,-.cial awareness, and left to right
directionality.

- Provides opportunities for communication skills to be fostered through hearing and using language.
- Plans for language development usage through reading, writing, speaking, and listening.

Facilitates positive attitudes and self-control in students by setting clear limits and realistic expectations.

Encourages parents to attend workshops and become involved in their child's education.

Student Behaviors

- Relates own experiences to curriculum to provide a meaningful context.
- Follows individual plans set up by teacher.
- Meets grade level expectations in subject areas.

attends K-3 (SAFE) Summer School to provide further reinforcement and remediation of skilk.

- Interacts with students and teachers in positive ways.

Classroom Organization/Environment
- Instructional skill groupings are provided when necessary so teachers can focus on appropriate critical skills.

- Strategies such as cooperative learning, peer tutoring, buddy reading, and cross-age interaction are to reinforce
instruction and allow students to feel successful.

Environment iF prepared to allow children to learn through active exploration and interaction with adults, other
children, and materials.

Learning activities and materials should be concrete, real, and relevant.
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with pilot programsall with the goal of promoting
developmentally appropriate practice in preschool
through grade 3. Schools needed to he ready for
children, not children ready for the schools. Attitudes
needed to adjust to produce differing teaching and
learning styles with curriculums and activities interre-
lated and based on needs and interest of the children.

It became the responsibility of many individuals to
develop the solid foundation for the changes. As with
any change, some individuals were progress oriented
and anxiously joined study sessions, curriculum com-
mittees, and pilot programs. It was the naysayers who
made change a laborious process because of their
resistance to new ways. Eventually, through intensive
staff development ark: peer-coaching process, a
district change toward a more appropriate curriculum
took shape.

To support the change process, new opportunities
for teacher growth and development needed to be
provided. The heavy emphasis on a worksheet, test-
driven curriculum needed to be infused with updated,
appropriate early childhood instructional methods.
Staff development became one of the strongest links
to success in facilitating grass roots changes. Teachers
could not be expected to give up traditional ways
unless alternati, techniques with strong rationale
behind them were available to provide a stimulating
and challenging environment.

Part of the change was assisted by additional funds
from the state legislature, beginning in 1985. These
formula funds became a shot in the arm to every
district in Arizona in the form of $100 for each K-3
student. The money was to provide special academic
assistance to potentially at-risk students. Program for-
mat, implementation, and assessment were designed
by the districts who report annually to the State Board
of Educatio.i. This was the perfect opportunity fOr the
Washington School District to assist teachers and
classroom assistants to begin making the change to
materials and ideas that addressed and supported
diversity in young children.

Special Academic Foundation Education (SAFE)
inservices, provided 64 teachers from 27 schools the
opportunity to participate in 34 hours of daytime
workshops each year. These workshops were de-
signed for hands-on experience in working with K-3
students. Sessions were scheduled during release time
and after school with current materials provided. Big
hooks, math materials, learning games, computer soft -
ware, literature, and research materials were tools

pilwided to enhance classroom instruction. Session
topics included:

Overview of eurrent trends and issues in early
childhood education
Strategies for K-3 success
Peer coaching
Literacy and language development
reading as a process
wilting as a process
Developmentally appropilate practice
Cooperative learning
Appropriate computer usage
Thinking skills
Integrated curriculum
Theories of how children learn
Math as a hands-on approach
Parent involvement

Each workshop stressed theory into practice, with
a prevention and intervention focus rather than reme-
dial focus. A program philosophy of teaching strate-
gies, not skills, was stressed, with teachers receiving
onsite visits from the program coordinator, and follow
up through rdlection logs and peer coaching plan-
ners. In addition to presentations and follow up.
teachers were able to observe these new strategies in
other schools and talk with teachers as to their imple-
mentation plans and effectiveness.

For instructional changes to take place. the atmos-
phere nwst promote risk taking, and creativity needs
to bc present and valued. The effectiveness of the
program was evident in a variety of ways, not only
with increased achievement, but also positive teacher
and student attitudes towards learning. Teachers felt
that they were equipped with an expanded repertoire
of classroom instructional tec hniques to assist stu-
dents.

School-based interventions showed the prim ;;-)als
and staff planning programs that reflected the CGUMIll-
n it ies they represented. School improvement teams
hdped to plan and assess tlw effectiveness of school-
based programs and identify areas of strength and
future needs.

Cadre
We ht lieve that the systemic changes were due to

the cadre of indivkluals who were willing to develop
a framework for new ideas and const,mtly refine and
redirect the Lisk. This cadre represented individuals
from social education, community education, f)re-
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schools, primary grades, parenting programs, and
Chapter I personnel. Staff consisted of teachers, prin-
dpals, parents, and community menthers who worked
with a unity of purpose. An ongoing dialog existed as
funding sources and programs were integrated. This
helped to reduce fragmentation of the child and
ensured c( ,rdination of the delivery system.

Commitment
With the plethora of research in early childhood, it

was incumbent to determine and enthrace a philoso-
phy that stressed high academic achievement for all
students and that provided strategies for teachers to
work with child.:en of diverse backgrounds. About the
time this search was undrway. we had the opportu-
nity to become a member of the ASCD Early Child-
hood Consortium. This three-year commitment
afforded the team of a principal. central office admin-
istrator. parent and kindergarten teacher, the current
research and knowledge base nec.%_-ssary to assist in
making farreaching decisions. It also gave them a base
Of support from districts experiencing similar restruc-
turing.

This commitment made a difference not only for
the four individuals who participated in the consor-
tium. but also for the other beneficiaries of the infor-
mation emanating from the consortium. Thanks to this
commitment. the early childhood personnel had the
courage to speak up for what they believed to be
appropriate practice for young children in the district
and to take the steps necessary to make things happen.

Community
With the onset of a site-based management ap-

proach, each of the twenty-seven elementary build-
ings will emerge as an early childhood center. The
vision for early childhood education will take shape
as each school reflects and responds to its unique
community situation. while retainirsq district support
and focus. Using the guiding principles of develop-
mentally appn)priate practices. schools will provide a
basic core of experiences and at the same time, meet
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specific community needs.

Conclusion
Looking back over the past three years of involve-

ment in the ASCD Early Childhood Consortium, it is
apparent that change could not have been mandated.
It must be planted and nurtured with individuals
realizing the value of doing things in a more effective
and efficient manner. Due to changing demographics,
students are coming into the schools with greater
needs, many feeling behind before they start. Teacher
and administrator roles have shifted. The children of
the 195Os are gone forever, and it is critical that schools
be proactive not reactive in working with our current
populations. We must look outside our "education
boxes' and not just rubber stamp programs that have
been used merely on the basis of historical prece-
dence, and we must analyze research on the effective-
ness of what is currently taught and how. We cannot
expect what worked for twenty years, during different
social and economic times, to be the panacea for
today. As educators. we must form alliances with
families. business, and the community, to gather sup-
port for our worthy cause, the students. Teachers must
take on roles that empower them as active decision
makers. Staff must be knowledgeable about children,
individual learning styles, and instructional methods
that meet their needs.

ASCD's guiding philosophy has helped us develop
strategies to promote appropriate practice and effec-
tiveness in Washington Elementary School District's
early childhood programs. It is the belief of the district
that this paradigm shift into developmentally appro-
priate practice in early childhood will enable all
students to be successfUl as they move forward.
Looking ahead. the early childhood professionals must
take a proactive stance as advocates for young chil-
dren. Voices need to unite to focus On the process (f
learning while retaining the accountability that our
pr()fesskm expects and deserves.
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ASCD Early Childhood
Education Resources

Videotapes

Early Childhood Education
This video presents an introduction to an early child-
hood program model for classroom management and
cur.-iculum organization that incorporates current re-
sezach on how young children learn. The videotape
focuses on a K-1 class that is team-taught by two
teachers, assisted by aides.

ASCD Cooperative Learning Series
This video program introduces your school to the
benefits of cooperative learning. With this new five-
tape series and the accompanying training materials
you can:

Communicate to staff, school board members,
and concerned parents how cooperative learn-
ing boosts student achievement and fosters the
development of essential social skills.
Learn a step-by-step way to turn existing lessons
into cooperative learning lessons.
Demonstrate how students learn the social skills
necessary for working in groups.
Discover three highly successful strategies devel-
oped at Johns Hopkins University to structure
lessons using cooperative learning.
Show teachers an example of a complete lesson
that uses cooperative learning.

Audiotapes

Early Childhood Education in Public Schools
Five audiotapeover eight hours of listeningbring
you up-to-date on important trends and issues:

Commitments in new staff and tax money.
The "direct instruction vs. developmental de-
bate.
Alarming demographic and sociological trends.

Early Childhood Education: The Whys and the
Wherefores

Presenter: David lakitul
Discover why early childhood programs unknowingly
rely on misconceptions about how children learn.
1988.
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An Academically Oriented Preschool for Five-
Year-Olds: Direct Instruction Kindergarten

Presenter Doug Carnine
Hear the research that indicates why at-risk children
should experience a direct instruction component in
kindergarten. 1988.

What's Happening in Early Childhood Educa-
tion Programs

Presenter Barbara Day
Become more aware of staggering demographic
trends affecting early childhood programs. 1988.

Key Elements in Quality Early Childhood Edu-
cation Programs

Presenter. David Weikart
Know the seven key elements that every early child-
hood programwhatever its philosophical basis
needs to follow. Learn from the successes of the
Iligh/Scope foundation programs. 1988.

Engaging the Minds of Young Children
Presenter. Lilian Katz
Understand developmental early childhood education
and learn about effective curricylum and instruction
in preschools. 1988.

New Trends in Kindergarten Programming
A four-tape set brings you up-to-date on dramatic
changes in this important field. Free binder included
when you order all four tapes.

Why Should We Teach Kindergarten Children?
Presenter. Bernard Spodek
Hear why theories of child development can help
educators know what children are capable of learning,
but should not be the only influence on what educa-
tors teach. 1988.

Quality Supervision of Early Childhood Pro-
grams

Prvsenter: Barbara Dui,'
Learn the four key leadership strategies that can make
your kindergarten program a success. Plus, seven
fundamental themes that every early childhood pro-
gram should adhere to. 1988.

Technology in Early Childhood Education
Presenter: Barbara Bowman
Are our students' problems with math and science
caused by our kindergarten curriculum? Hear why
schools need to offer children access to powerfUl
technological tools. 1988.



Extending the Boundaries of Public Schools to
Serve Young Children and Families

Presenter: Michele Seligson
Many districts are extending the traditional role of

schools to incorporate care of non-school-age chil-
dren. Hear why schools can find allies and resources
for child care and family-centered programs. 1988.
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APPENDIX 1

ASCD
APPLICATION FORM

EARLY CHILDHOOD CONSORTIUM

I. Name of School District

Address

Telephone

Name (and phone # if
different) of contact person:

City State Zip

11. Proposed Network Representatives:

Name

1 . Central Office
2. Principal

3. Teacher

4. Board member/parent

III. Enrollment

by age Approximate ethnic
composition of student body

4-year-olds Total number of students in district

5-year-olds

6-year-olds Annual per pupil expenditure

Total Check which best represents your district:
Urban
Suburban

---------

Rural
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IV. 1. Check all of the following which are found in your district for children aged 4-6:
Chapter I Program

Follow Through Program

Before School Program

After School Program

Full-day Kindergarten

Half-day Kindergarten

Full-day program for 4-year-olds

Half-day program for 4-year-olds

2. For those items not checked above, briefly describe any plans you have for offering them by 1989.
Also, indicate which ones your district would definitely not consider providing by 1989. (Use addi-
tional pages as needed.)

V. Please respond to the following questions in narrative form on separate pages (1-5 pages will be suffi-
cient).

1. Describe your district's early childhood program as it currently exists (e.g. philosophy, curriculum, in-
structional approaches, teacher qualification, evaluation, etc).

2. Insofar as instructional leadership is concerned, who has major responsibility for early childhood pro-
grams (e.g. role of central office personnel, principals or assistants, department chair, etc)?

3. From your perspective that are the most significant weaknesses in your school's present early child-
hood program?

4. Briefly describe why you feel participation in ASCD's Early Childhood Consortium would be of value
to your district.

5. Please attach any materials such as handbooks or program information you think would help the se-
lection committee to understand your school better.

VI. Signature of Superintendent

Nam- Phone -

Return Form To:

Michelle Terry
Director of Professional Development
ASCD
1250 North Pitt Street
Alexandria, VA 22314
(703) 549-9110
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APPENDIX 2

District Agreement

District Name:

Address:

Names of Team Members:

I have read the letter describing the ASCD Early Childhood Consortium and grant approval for the above
named team over a 3-year period to:

a.) attend the 2 annual consortium meetings at district expense

b.) be involved in planning an exemplary early childhood program for the district

c.) work with ASCD on evaluating the consortium outcomes.

The Consortium outcomes have the support of the district.

^ ---- -_-^
Signature
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APPENDIX 3
F Neely Childhood Consortium

Aspen School District RE #1
P.O. Box 300
Aspen, CO 81612
303-925-8057

Central Office: Tom Farrell
Principal: Barbara Tarbet
Teacher: Susan Hill
Board Member/Parent: Chuck Brandt

Elmira School District
Administration Building
951 Hoffman Street
Elmira, NY 14905
607-737-7400

Central Office: Harriet Sweet
Principal: Donald Keddell
Teacher: Larry Hall
Board Member/Parent: Lauren Schweizer

High Point Public Schools
P.O. Box 789
900 English Road
High Point, NC 27216

Central Office: Betty Royal
Pr:- John M. Schroeder
Teacher: Susan Howard
Board Member/Parent: Collen Hartsoe

Jackson Public Schools District
662 South President
Jackson, MS 29201 -5695
601-960-8872

Central Office: Clara Moulds
Principal: Elton Greer
Teacher: Susanne Hull
Board Member/Parent: 011ye Shirley

Lincolnwood School District #74
6950East Prairie Road
Lincolnwood, IL 60645
708-675-8234

Central Office: Mark Friedman
Principal: Jacqueline Feare
Teacher: Lynn Michelotti
Board Member/Parent: Debbie Silver

7

Muscatine Community School District
1403 Park Avenue
Muscatine, IA 52761
319-263-7223

Central Office: Janyce Myers
Principal: Pony Levine
Teacher: Lou Jasper
Board Member/Parent: Nancy Panther

Portland Public Schools
Multnomah County District No. 1
501 North Dixon
Portland, OR 97212
503-249-2000

Central Office: Rebecca Severeide
Principal: Betty Campbell
Teacher: Carlus Coakley
Board Member/Parent: Joe Voboril

Redwood City School District
815 Allerton
Redwood City, CA 94063
415-366-6819

Central Office: Ron Crates
Director, Primary Education: Linda Espinosa
Teacher: Betty Casey
Board Member/Parent: Terri Bailard

School District of Waukesha
Lindholm Building
222 Maple Avenue
Waukesha, WI 5311,0
414-52'. 8864

Central Office: JoAnne Trebatoski
Principal: Barbara Brzenk
Teacher: Barbara Daily
Board Member/Parent: Susan Newburg

South Brunswick School District
4 Executive Drive
Monmouth Junction, NJ 08852
908-297-7800

Central Office: Willa Spicer
Principal: Judith Zimmerman
Teacher: Cheryl Polakowski
Board Member/Parent: John Wolfe
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Washington Elementary School District
8610 North 19th Avenue
Phoenix, AZ 85021
602-864-2831

Central Office: Nedda Shafir
Principal: Peggy George
Teacher: Pat Kelly
Board Member/Parent: Marylou Moseke
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